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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
During World War II and now in the post-war period
there has been a renewed emphasis on education. At least
in the secondary school new and wide spread efforts are
being made to revitalize school curricula. All education in
general has been subjected to the need of reappraisal, and
workers in guidance in particular agree that many modifi-
cations are necessary in the guidance field. In order to
effect the improvement of the guidance services and the
guidance personnel, the development of an effective
in-service guidance training program for secondary school
personnel is essential. This program must be partially
determined by the nature of personal needs and social
changes in the post-war era, by curriculum innovations, and
by the specific needs of the teaching personnel.
The necessity to improve teachers in service becomes
especially apparent during periods when many individuals
relatively unprepared enter the profession. In a recent
publication on in-service training, the author states:
..
.
'
2Surely a revolution is under way in classroom
practices and procedures. The resources of knowledge
and insight concerning the educational process have been
greatly increased. The potential support for education
is ample. Hope lies in the ability of educators to
successfully cope with the crucial problems of
in-service education. 1
Secondary school personnel are constantly challenged
by frank statements such as this to meet the need for
in-service evidenced but apparently little is being done
about it.
With the firm conviction that in-service educational
programs need to be developed and that immediate steps should
be taken to meet the need, the writer undertook the study of
in-service guidance training practices of seconder}?- school
personnel
•
The purposes of this study are:
1. To make a survey of the practices being utilized
in selected seconder}?- schools for in-service
guidance training.
2. To determine the extent of use of these practices.
3. To discover which practices are considered to be
most effective.
4. To discover the make-up of the guidance personnel
in selected secondary schools.
5. ‘To find out who formulates the in-service
1 Gordon N. Mackenzie, The In-Service Job , Science
Research Associates, Chicago, Guidance Reprints, No. 207 p. 4 #

3guidance program.
6. To combine the evaluations of the practices sur-
veyed and to make these findings available to
others.
In-service guidance education should concentrate in
aiding the teachers to perform their tasks better, and this
aid should be of a practical nature in meeting actual needs.
The improvement of the curricula, administrative leadership,
and co-operative staff support should be incorporated into all
in-service guidance training programs. Finally, the in-
service guidance training program must be adaptable to the
valid demands of changing societjr. All real teachers will
accept leadership in doing something about on-the-job
teacher education.
In order that any guidance ‘program may progress and
grow into an effective one there must be provision for
in-service training. It is agreed by most persons that this
growth should come from within the staff, the guidance
personnel of the school.
II. IMPORTANCE OF IN-SERVICE TRAINING IN GUIDANCE
'There are several reasons why in-service training In
guidance is important. Some of these reasons are as follows:
1. There is a great shortage of well- trained guidance
personnel . Such a shortage exists because of various
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4factors: colleges and teacher-training schools have not
offered and are not now offering adequate training in guid-
ance; the value of a teacher with the guidance point of view
has not been fully recognized in the past by some adminis-
trations. As a result, some teachers with guidance training
in our schools have not been used to the best advantage. This
fact has often discouraged teachers from securing further
professional guidance training.
Harry A. Jager has the following to say on the
consequence of inadequate training:
The counselor who is unaware both of the extent and
the limitations of the guidance program as it affects
other aspects of education in administration, super-
vision, and instruction is not only unable to do his
own work well, especially as a leader on his faculty,
but also may be responsible for general misunderstanding,
and even for the complete failure of the guidance
program in the school.
2
2. Guidance training in our educational institutions
is much too limited and needs to be supplemented by on- the -
job training . The lack of pre-service training in guidance
makes it necessary to have a well-developed in-service
training program. There has been a strong trend toward
decentralization of the guidance duties in a school. Thus
an effort has been made to distribute the guidance functions
among the entire school staff. Therefore guidance services
2 Harry A. Jager, "Training in Guidance Work for
Teacher and Counselor," Occupations 24:154, December, 1945.
•.
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are the responsibilities of all members of the faculty and
administrative staff. In order that these responsibilities
be carried out efficiently, co-operation and understanding
on the part of all is necessary. The only way of insuring
such co-operation is through an in-service training program.
This program will increase skills, define responsibilities,
and give knowledge and understandings in techniques used in
the guidance program.
The preparation of the most desirable teachers for
our schools must continue beyond the doors of the
teacher-training institutions.
3. A great deal of training in guidance might -profit-
ably be delayed until after the pre-service period . For at
this time the personnel will have actually begun their
teaching work and be more apt to recognize and understand
the importance of matters to be studied. The problems will
at this time be real problems and not intangible ones.
It has been said that
Educationists have not faced with sufficient
frankness the question of how well the finest theories
taught in the pre-service period actually carry over
into later practice, or can so carry over. The future
classroom in which he will labor is often an extremely
hazy and unrealistic place to the teacher-in-training;
and even the ordinary practice-teaching courses offer
only a distorted and inadequate conception of the whole
..
t
-
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job which the student may expect after graduation. 3
4. The guidance practices and programs in schools
have been interrupted due to the high rate of teacher turn-
over because of the war years and the post-war adjustment
period . Thus it is clearly seen that the desirable continu-
ous guidance program with a well-oriented staff is impossible.
This high rate of turn-over has further increased the
importance of in-service training in guidance in all schools.
5. IS. society that is rapidly changing it is of
vital importance that tea c he rs keep abreast of constant
changes that are taking place in the field of guidance and
education . Through in-service training the fear of the new
may be removed, and an alert in-service trained staff should
result in a competent personnel to carry on the ordinary
duties of guidance in a public secondary high school.
Because of the expanding nature of guidance and the
constant introduction of new tools and techniques, it is
essential that in-service guidance training be made available
for all guidance personnel in our public schools, by our
teacher training schools and colleges and state departments
of education. Ward G. Reeder in his book A First Course in
Education emphasizes the need for in-service preparation
3 John K. Osborn, "In-Service Versus Pre-Service in
Teacher Education," Educational Administration and Super-
vision, 32:223, April, 1946.
..
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when he states:
Preparation in service for school employees is
necessary because efficiency cannot remain static.
.... Although a school employee may have graduated
from a renowned institution, there is danger that he
will become a *back nunber T or an old fogy within a
few years if he does not take steps to keep abreast
of constant changes in his profession and in society. 4
In-service training in guidance then becomes
essential because of the shortages of well-trained guidance
personnel, the lack of adequate pre-service training, the
fact that it will be real to the individual in an actual
teaching situation, the high rate of turn-over of teaching
personnel, and the continued growth of interest in guidance
by in and out-of-school agencies.
III. UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES OF IN-SERVICE EDUCATION
In-service education can be defined as any activity
on the part of teachers on the job, or in service, that
would tend to improve their professional services. It is
generally considered that professional teacher education in
the United States is about one hundred years old* Actually
it is much older than that. As soon as schools were first
organized in 1635 there was some form of supervision
devised, and some plans for teachers* meetings were put Into
4 Ward G. Reeder, A First Course In Education (New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1943}
,
p. 535.
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effect when schools were first established.
In-service training in guidance is of more recent
origin. However, many of the techniques and agencies
employed are not new in themselves, but have been given a
new emphasis in their use in connection with guidance. The
National Conference of State Supervisors of Occupational
Information and Guidance came forth with the following
definition
:
In-service training is herein considered to be any
organized effort to improve guidance activities in the
schools through the process of familiarizing adminis-
trators, counselors, and teachers, who are actively
carrying on their duties on the job, with the
principles, objectives, and methods of guidance for
the purpose of better preparing them to assist in the
adjustment and development of the individual. 5
Programs of in-service training in guidance must be
a definite part of the total guidance offerings and should
be considered an integral part of the total educational
program. The idea that in-service training can function
properly apart from the total program Is false. The
question may arise as to who is responsible for the develop-
ment of in-service training education in guidance. A broad
answer to this question might be all and any persons
connected with education. More specifically, however, there
5 "Proceedings of the 6th National Conference of State
Supervisors of Occupational Information and Guidance,"
V.D. No. 235, Federal Security , U. S. Offic e of Education
1945
,
p. 27.
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is the responsibility of the local school staff working
co-operatively with the local administration; then there is
the legal and professional responsibility of the state and
county supervisors of guidance and education; and finally
the United States Federal Office of Education, The chief
responsibility of the state and federal departments is to
offer advisory services on training programs. The planning
and initiating of in-service guidance education programs
must be developed in the local school system where the school
staff concerned and the administration know the local needs,
desires, and possible local obstacles.
In order to meet varying needs of guidance in differ-
ent localities, there must be a variety of in-service
training practices. Only those practices which can positively
r
contribute to particular needs should be utilized. No school
which neglects the growth of its staff can successfully
cultivate the growth of its pupils. The growth of teachers
must be encouraged if it is expected that a school will
secure growth among its pupils. The in-service guidance
education programs must be developed carefully, for mistakes
in the beginning may hinder and retard the entire guidance
program.
Basic principles governing any program of in-service
education must take into account local needs. Five such
principles are discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
-.
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(
.
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1. Problems considered in the training -program must
be real and meet local needs . The "here and now" approach
is more effective than a possible "then and later".
Definite problems must be considered because learning takes
place best when it begins with matters of vital interest and
real concern to the learner. Self-improvement can best be
motivated when the teacher sees the immediate relationship
of the program to present needs.
2. Local talent must be utilized in the development
of an in- service program . 'The entire guidance program
should be built around the life and work of the school. It
should not be a fifth wheel. Erickson and Hamrin state
further that:
The guidance program should capitalize on teacher
interests and abilities. It should be built around the
felt needs and the real interests of teachers. The
assets and contributions of the teachers should be
stressed rather than their defects and short comings.
6
Therefore adaptation of an in-service education
program in guidance must be made to individual interests
and needs if each staff member is expected to grow indi-
vidually and make any contributions.
6 Clifford E.
Manual for Teachers
,
McKnight
,
1939 ) , p
.
Erickson and Shirley A.
(Bloomington, Illinois:
111 .
Hamrin
,
Guidance
McKnight and
*•
3. The administration must sun-port the urogram . Any
program struggling without the co-operation of the adminis-
tration is really doomed to failure from the start.
Franklin H. Zeran has the following to say in
relation to this principle
:
In any guidance program in-service training is
essential to the effective development and progress of
that program. It is the administrators responsibility
actively to plan, promote, and assist in the in-service
training of his faculty, both on-the-job and during
summer sessions.
Guidance services are the responsibility of all
members of the faculty and administrative staff. This
principle calls for co-operative action as well as an
understanding on the part of each individual as to
what he can contribute. An in-service training program
is the surest means of bringing about this desired
co-operation and understanding. Such a program is
essential, also, to improve the abilities of those
who carry specific responsibilities and to give new
understandings and increased skills in the techniques
of the guidance program to all members of the faculty
and staff. 7
4. The teacher must be given an important part in
the scheme — co-operative planning of things . The trend
toward growth from within is desirable. Needy problems
accepted by common consent provide a desirable approach to
teacher growth and development. No faculty can contribute
its best unless individual members grow in their work.
7 Franklin H. Zeran, ’’Professional Guidance Training
as an Element in Providing Educational Opportunities,”
School Life, 29, January, 1947, p. 12.
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However, when a principal of a school fails to recognize his
responsibilities toward a functional program of in-service
training, an effective guidance program is difficult to
develop and to conduct. In-service training implies
co-operative planning. It begins with all individuals
interested in guidance. The importance of support of the
administrator, the counselor, and the teacher all working
together on the training program cannot be over emphasized.
It is vital. It must be planned co-operatively, administered
democratically, and developed co-operatively.
This type of procedure takes into account such
democratic activities as observation, initiative, persuasion,
consultation, and planning. The better programs of in-service
education will be those that are built on such a foundation
of co-operative staff activity.
5. The democratic and effective in-service guidance
training program must be active and flexible . Social
changes must be recognized and taken into consideration.
The guidance program must be an active one characterized by
activity. Teachers, as well as children, learn by doing.
At each professional level, the offerings must meet the
varying interests and needs of the individual learners.
This is not always easy.
With conditions as they are now, it takes courage to
discuss programs and problems In the field of guidance
tt
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at the secondary school level. More now than ever,
programs and their accompanying problems are subject
to needed changes and adjustments. In fact, in times
such as these, the most successful program in the field
of guidance is that which can guarantee adaptability
to meet changing demands.
8
If programs of in-service training meet these five
basic principles set up, established on basis of real needs,
on basis of co-operative planning, and the other principles
listed previously, it should be possible to bring about
significant improvements. These programs need to be
flexible and need to have a great variety of offerings.
The social changes following the war have necessitated
changes in offerings. If a program is to live it must be
able to meet the demands of social and economic changes.
It must be recognized that in-service education takes
place in different localities in different ways. It is a
process which is continuous. The success of an in-service
training program will depend to a considerable extent upon
the manner in which it meets teachers T needs and interests,
involves voluntary participation, and calls for democratic
administration.
The method of determining these ways of in-service
8 Lester J. Schloerb, "Guidance Programs and Problems
at the Secondary-School Level," The School Review , 54, April,
1946, p. 202.
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education in different localities will be discussed in
Chapter II. The development of the check list and the
selection of the schools surveyed will be given in detail.
In Chapter III, IV, and V a report of the survey of
practices for the in-service guidance training of secondary
school personnel will be given. The final chapter will
present a summary and a list of conclusions.
..
,
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CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHECK LIST AND
SELECTION OF THE GROUP
I. PROPOSED PROCEDURES
In order to determine effective practices in
in-service training, possible methods of procedure need to
be considered, A procedure v/hich will give the following
is needed:
1. The practices being utilized in selected
secondary schools for in-service guidance train-
ing.
2. The extent of use of these practices.
3. The practices that are considered to be most
effective
.
4. The make-up of the guidance personnel in selected
secondary schools.
5. Uho formulates the in-service guidance program.
6. Evaluations of the practices surveyed.
The writer decided to use the check list as the best
instrument for surveying practices for the in-service guid-
ance training of public secondary school personnel. The
drafting of the practices to be included in the check list
came about after making a detailed perusal of the litera-
.«
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ture on in-service training in guidance. Material on this
phase of guidance was quite meager, so the writer studied
many sources of in-service training in the general field of
education, for it is true that many of the practices would
be applicable to the field of guidance.
Many references were helpful, and some were of
greater value than others. The report^ of a survey of
current practices of in-service training of guidance
personnel in 1940 made by a committee on administration and
supervision of guidance by the National Vocational Guidance
Association under the chairmanship of Dr. C. C. Dunsmoor
yjas of indispensable aid to the writer in her selection
and arrangement of items in her check list.
During the process of formulating the check list, the
\
writer was securing a list of public secondary schools,
both large and small, having better-than-average programs
of guidance.
State departments of education supplied the names of
132 schools to be contacted. The check list was sent to
these schools throughout various areas of the United States.
1 National Vocational Guidance Association,
"In-Service Training of Guidance Personnel," (unpublished
report of a survey of current practices made by the section
on Administration and Supervision of Guidance of the Nation
al Vocational Guidance Association, 1940).
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In the developing of the check list the writer observed
definite criteria.
II. CRITERIA
Basic principles underlying the construction of a
check list must be carefully observed in order that the
instrument be best suited for the purpose of the survey.
There are check lists that call for simple informative
responses, others that call for variable responses, the yes
and no types, the checking variety, ranking, rating, and no
doubt others. A listing of some of the desirable principles
observed in the construction of this check list is as
follows
:
1. The check list should be used only when the data
cannot be obtained in any other feasible manner.
2. Purpose of the survey should be stated.
3. The check list should be made Interesting and
attractive to the informants.
4. The check list should be made important so as to
justify the time spent by the respondents.
5. The form and position of the Items should be care-
fully planned, for opening statements must create
favorable rapport.
6. The statements should be positive, simply and
and clearly worded, and brief.
7. The directions should be clearly stated.
=======
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8. Only Information which the respondents can and will
give should he requested,
9. The check list should require a minimum of writing
by the respondent.
10. The check list should meet definite mechanical
standards such as
:
a. Be neatly arranged.
b. Be neatly reproduced.
c. Provide spaces for respondent to enter name,
position and address.
d. Furnish the name and address of the surveyor.
e. Provide ample space for answering.
f. Provide space for remarks about unusual
practices.
11. A separate letter of transmittal should be sent to
each recipient.
IE. Responses should lend themselves to tabulation.
13. The check list should be previe?7ed by someone
other than the surveyor.
14. The check list should be pretested on a sample of
the population to be studied in the final research.
_

Many of the above criteria were selected from recog-
nized leaders in the field of guidance.
2
Desirable procedures, added by the writer, that
complement the above criteria and have special significance
in this inquiry are as follov/s
:
1. Methods for tabulating data should be planned as
the check list is formulated.
2. Follow-up letters should be sent out two weeks
after the check list is mailed.
3. The respondent should be sent two copies of the
check list, and a self-addressed and stamped
envelope for return.
2 Leonard V. Kbos, The Questionnaire in Education
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1928), 178 pp.
John G. Jenkins, "The Questionnaire as a Research
Instrument," New York Academy of Science Transactions
,
Series II, Vol. 2, No. 5, pp. 118-140, March, 1940.
Edward B. Greene, Measurements of Human Behavior
(Ndw York: Odyssey Press
,
1941 ) , pp. 117-119.
Pauline V. Young, "The Validity of Schedules and
Questionnaires," The Journal of Educational Sociology
,
Vol. 14:22 - 6, September, 1940.
Frank W. Hubbard, "Questionnaires," Review of
Educational Research
,
9: 502-7, December, 1939.
"The Questionnaire," Research Bulletin of the National
Education Association
,
Vol. 8, No. 1 (Washington , D ,C.
)
pp. 1-51, January, 1930.
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III. MEASURING THE CHECK LIST BY CRITERIA
The writer will show how and to what extent each of
the above criteria has been observed in the check list
formulated for this survey of practices for in-service guid-
ance training of secondary school personnel.
1. The check list should be used only when the data
cannot be obtained in any other feasible manner .
It would not be feasible for the surveyor to visit
132 schools in thirty different states and conduct oral
interviews. The time and money required would be prohibitive.
The inquiry form was the only practical way to obtain the
data
.
2. Purpose of the survey should be stated .
The purpose of the survey is stated on the title
page of the check list and mentioned in the separate letter
of transmittal.
3.
The check list should be made interesting and
attractive to the informants .
Various provisions were included to make the letter
of transmittal and the check list interesting and attract-
ive. The letter of transmittal was printed in typewriter
type, and then the individual address and salutation of
the recipient was typed in. The surveyors signature was
written by hand on all letters. The check list was printed
on good grade bond paper and assembled as an eight-page
..
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booklet. Page one of the booklet was the title page; page
two, the identification data; page three, four, five and
six contained the directions for rating and the practices
for in-service guidance training to be rated; page seven and
eight provided place for free description of especially
effective techniques in in-service training programs in
guidance
.
4. The check list should be made important so as to
justify the time spent by the respondents .
Through six revisional steps and conferences the check
list evolved to its present form. Revisions were made for
the purpose of clarity and importance. The writer strove
to develop a check list that would be important and might
well serve as an in-service training technique for the
respondent, as well as to give the writer valuable infor-
mation for her survey.
5. The form and position of the items should be care-
fully planned
,
for opening statements must create
favorable rapport .
Recognizing that it was important to get respondents
off to a good start — to achieve favorable rapport —
practices that were known to be quite frequent were listed
as the first few items in the check list.
6. The statements should be positive , simply and
clearly worded, and brief
.«•
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All items in the check list are stated in complete
positive sentences.
7. The directions sho uld be clearly stated
.
The directions appear in a prominent position at the
top of the third page, as a result of several revisions,
the directions were stated briefly and clearly.
8
.
Only information whi ch the respondents can and
will give should be requested .
The check list does not ask for data that is too
personal in nature. The items in the body call for ratings
that can be given. It is stated in the directions that
because the use of certain practices listed would make
unnecessary the use of others, it is to be expected that
schools will indicate that several, if not many, of the
practices are not currently employed locally.
9. The che ck list should require a minimum of writing
by the respondents .
The identification data sheet is as brief as possible
and calls for a minimum of writing. The body of the check
list calls for the placement of a 0, 1, E, or 3 rating in
space provided before forty-five practices for in-service
guidance education. The respondent is free to write as
much or as little as he wishes in the section for
descriptions of especially effective techniques in in-service
training programs in guidance.
. C: 5.'
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10. The check list should meet definite mechanical
standards such as :
a. Be neatly arranged
.
The entire form has been neatly arranged with some
suggestions of the printer incorporated into the final
form. The form is printed in clear type on a good grade
of white bond paper.
b. B£ neatly reproduced .
Because a neat, well-arranged check list encourages
an accurate and business-like reply, printing was selected
as the most desirable method of reproducing it.
c. Provide spaces for respondent to enter name,
position and address .
The second page of the inquiry form allows ample space
for the respondent to record the name of his school, the
location of the school, and the name of the respondent and
title. There is sufficient space provided for listing the
number of junior high and senior high schools in which the
guidance training activities apply. There is a place to list
the total pupil enrollment in junior and senior high schools.
There is space provided for listing kinds and numbers of
guidance functionaries reached by guidance activities. Full-
time counselors, part-time counselors, homeroom sponsors, and
classroom teachers were printed on the form, and then
additional space was provided for the respondent to list
others. The counselors, homeroom sponsors, and classroom
e<
t t
teachers were listed, because in the study conducted by
N.V.G.A. in 1940 these three were the most common guidance
workers affected by in-service training in guidance. The
respondent was to check whether or not he wished a copy of
a summarized report.
d. Furnish the name and address of the surveyor .
The name and address of the surveyor is clearly given
at the bottom of the title page as well as on the letter of
transmittal. In case the transmittal letter and the enclosed
stamped and self-addressed envelope were lost or misplaced,
the respondent could readily find the address of the sur-
veyor by looking at the title page of the check list.
e. Provide ample space for answering .
The boxes provided to the left of each item in the
check list proper were too small. However, this mechanical
weakness was not too serious, as the individual items are
well spaced and there is a good margin on the left. Even if
the respondent did not limit himself to the small area
provided, there would still be no difficulty in tabulating
the replies accurately.
f . Provide space for remarks about unusual practices .
More than half of page six is available for listing
and rating of other practices that the respondent may wish
to include that have not been covered in the forty-five
practices given. Page seven and eight provide ample space
for those respondents who are willing to describe one or
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more practices that they found to be especially effective
in detail*
Questions that ask for comments or remarks you care
to make — are sometimes highly desirable — as they
may be at least a partial substitute for an oral
interview.
3
11. A separate letter of transmittal should be sent to
each recipient .
A separate letter of transmittal was sent to each
recipient with two copies of the check list and an enclosed
stamped and self-addressed envelope.
4
12. Re sponses should lend themselves to tabulation
.
The responses do lend themselves readily to tabulation
in frequency tables: tables in rank order of frequency,
tables in weighted order, and tables in selected areas.
13. The check list should be previewed by someone other
than the surveyor .
The writer's graduate advisor previewed the check
list, and as the result of several conferences the check
list evolved as it is now. Several mechanical suggestions
offered by the printer were incorporated into the check list.
14. The check list should be pre-tested on a sample of
the population to be studied in the final research .
3 Leonard V. Koos, The Questionnaire in Education ,
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1928), p. 78.
4 See Appendix B
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The check list was not administered to a trial
population, but the writer recognizes that pre-testing is
one of the most commonly recommended procedures. However,
due to factors such as length of the school year, the need
to get the inquiry forms into the hands of the respondents
before the end of the term, and the fact that careful
revisions were made, an actual pre-test was not conducted.
The writer did have co-workers react to the check list.
IV. EVOLUTION OF TEE CHECK LIST
At first the instrument of inquiry was called the
Inquiry Form of Pro grams of In-Service Guidance Training
in Secondary Schools
,
and the statment of purpose on the
title page was headed Furpose of Questionnaire . Leonard
V. Koos in his study The Questionnaire in Education.
says definitely not to use the term questionnaire but to
use inquiry form. 5 as revised, the instrument was called
Check List of Practices for the In-Service Guidance Training
of Secondary School Personnel
,
and the statement of
purpose became Purpose of the Inquiry . Thus, at the very
outset the writer was trying to establish favorable rapport
by not using the word questionnaire.
The quotation on the title page taken from the
5 Leonard V. Koos, The Questionnaire in Education
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1928), p. 130.
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Proceedings of the 6th Rational Conference of State Super-
visors of Occupational Information and Guidance seemed very-
appropriate to the writer as it defines what is meant by
in-service training, 6
The section of the check list dealing with personal
data or identification data underwent several drastic
changes. Measuring all items by the purposes of the survey
set forth in Chapter I, many were eliminated as not aiding
in any material way the achievement of the stated objectives.
The section giving the directions likewise was
revised several times before It evolved into the present
form. Because the directions did not measure up well to
criterion number six, they were revised in order to eliminate
unnecessary wordage and to clarify the rating plan.
In the process of several revisions some items were
eliminated, others were consolidated, and others added. All
items were scrutinized from as many angles of response as
possible, in order that all possibilities of misinterpre-
tation be removed. Upon the completion of the above, the
check list was ready to be distributed.
6 See Appendix B.
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V. SELECTION OF THE SCHOOLS FOR THE SURVEY
The criteria used in the selection of schools for
this survey follov/:
1. Public secondary schools.
2. Schools both large and small.
3. Schools that have certain practices of in-service
guidance training of staffs in operation.
4. Schools recommended by the state supervisors of
occupational information and guidance service as
having better-than-average programs of guidance
in operation.
5. Schools from various geographical areas of the
United States.
In an attempt to select a group of schools that
would meet the above criteria, individually- typed letters 7
were sent with an attached blank8 for convenience to the
state supervisors of occupational Information and guidance
service as listed in the October Occupations for 1946.
Thirty-five state supervisors and the director of
guidance in the District of Columbia as listed in Occupations
plus the State Department of Rhode Island were contacted.
The supervisors were asked to list three to five public
secondary schools, both large and small, in their state
that have developed better-than-average programs of guid-
7 See Appendix A.
8 See Appendix A.
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ance and have initiated certain procedures for in-service
guidance training of their staffs.
-'
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TABLE I
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF AREAS CONTACTED
IN SELECTION OF SCHOOLS
Areas States
New England States
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Rhode Island
New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Middle Atlantic States Delaware
West Virginia
Maryland
Virginia
Southern States
(Eastern Section)
North Carolina
South Carolina
Geo rgia
Southern States
(Western Section) Arkansa s
Central States
(Eastern Section)
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin
Central States
Western Section)
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas
Missouri
Northwestern States
Washington
Oregon
Idaho
Montana
Wyoming
Southwestern States
California
Utah
Colorado
New Mexico
District of Columbia Vfashington, D.C
•
• <
Table I shows that the state supervisors contacted
were from all geographic areas of the United States.
From the thirty-six state supervisors contacted and
the director of guidance in Washington, D. C., the writer
received thirty-two replies, or 86.4 per cent, with
recommended schools listed for contacts. Inquiry forms were
sent to the 132 schools listed.
The next major step is the report of the data from
the inquiry forms returned. The following chapter is an
analysis of the writer T s findings on the in-service guidance
practices in ninety-nine school systems.
•
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CHAPTER III
REPORT OF SURVEY OF PRACTICES FOR THE IN-SERVICE
GUIDANCE TRAINING OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PERSONNEL
I. TYPES OF SCHOOLS IN THE STUDY
In the description of the secondary school or schools
each person reporting was asked to suprly the following
information
:
1. Number of junior high schools in the system covered
by the report.
2. Number of senior high schools In the system covered
by the report.
3. Pupil enrollment in junior high schools.
4. Pupil enrollment in senior high schools.
The replies give the following distribution of schools as
to grade level and enrollment as shown in Table II and
Table III.
..
>
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TABLE II
NUMBER OF SCHOOL SYSTEMS REPORTING AND
NUMBER AND GROUPS OF SCHOOLS REPRESENTED
Types of School Systems No. of School
Systems Reporting
No. of Schools
Represented
Senior High Schools 41 41
One Senior High School and
One Junior High School 32 64
Several Senior High
Schools and Junior High
Schools
7 68
One Senior High School and
several Junior High
Schools
7 31
Combined Senior and Junior
High Schools 7 7
Junior High Schools 3 3
Adult and Vocational
High Schools
• 1 1
Data not given 1 *
Totals 99 215
.
_ .
.
-
‘
_ .
. .
* Unknown
Of the school systems contacted, more than one-third
have guidance training activities applying to senior high
school personnel, and a little less than one-third of the
school systems reporting have guidance training activities
that apply to the personnel of junior high school and senior
high school.
The data in Table III indicates that the schools
covered by the study are representative in terms of range
of pupil enrollments.
..
TABLE III
DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOLS IN WCH THE GUIDANCE TRAINING
ACTIVITIES APPLY ACCORDING TO ENROLLMENT
Enrollment
Junior
High
School
Senior
High
School
Combined
Jr. & Sr.
High
Adult and
Vocational
High School
Total
Up to 199 25 3 1 29
200-499 23 23 46
500-799 27 31 3 61
800-1199 10 27 2 39
1200-1999 1 19 1 21
2000 and up 3 1 4
Incomplete 10 5 15
TOTALS 96 111 7 1 215
In cases where several schools were reported, the
total enrollment was divided by the number of schools to
give an average enrollment. The number of junior high
schools and senior high schools reached by the guidance
training activities are about evenly divided, there being a
few more senior high schools.
.-
.
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II. GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEMS
The location of the school systems in study are
shown in the following table,
TABLE IV
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL SYSTEMS IN STUDY
Areas States Number
.-New Hamnshire 5
New England States Vermont 4
Connecticut 4
New York 3
Pennsylvania 5
New Jersey 4
Middle Atlantic States Delaware 2
West Virginia 4
Maryland 3
Virginia 3
Southern States
North Carolina 4
South Carolina 2(Eastern Section) Georgia 4
Southern States
(Western Section) Arkansa s 4
Indiana 5
Central States Illinois 3
(Eastern Section) Michigan 5
Wisconsin 5
South Dakota 3
Central States Nebraska 3
(Western Section) Kansas 2
Missouri 3
Yifashington 5
Oregon 2
Northwestern States Montana 2
Wyoming 2
Utah 2
Southwestern States Colorado 2
New Mexico 4
«i'Oj
Ninety-nine different school systems in twenty-nine
states are represented in the replies. Ninety-nine replies
of the 132 school systems contacted represent a 75 per cent
return.
III. SCHOOL PERSONNEL IN WHICH IN-SERVICE
GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES APPLY
Each respondent was requested to give a description
of guidance functionaries reached by guidance training
activities in their school system. The table below shows
these findings.
TABLE V
GUIDANCE FUNCTIONARIES INCLUDED ON THE GUIDANCE STAFF OF
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS, ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Guidance Functionaries Frequency
Part-time Counselors 114
Classroom Teachers 109
Homeroom Sponsors 101
Full-time Counselors 45
School Nurses S
Principals 6
Director of Guidance — part-time 6
Superintendents 4
Clerks 4
Dean of Girls 4
Librarians 4
Dean of Boys 3
Counselors 3
School Doctors 3
Attendance Officers
Visiting Teachers
Psychologists 3
Co-ordinators of Vocational Work
Distributive Education Co-ordinators 2
c
TABLE V (continued)
GUIDANCE FUNCTIONARIES INCLUDED ON THE GUIDANCE STAFF OF
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS, ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Guidance Functionaries Frequency
Health and Physical Education Directors ... 2
Directors of Music -- part-time 2
Apprentices in Guidance 2
Juvenile Officers 2
Speech Correctionists 2
School Dentist 1
Placement Director 1
Part-time Placement Director 1
Psychometrist 1
Supervisor 1
Scholastic Committee 1
Coach 1
Diversified Occupations Co-ordinator 1
Diversified Co-operative Training Director. 1
Director of Visual-Aids 1
Director of Vocational Agriculture 1
Director of Child Accounting 1
Psychiatrist -- part-time 1
Pupil Welfare Worker 1
Director of Curriculum 1
Part-time counselors are the most common guidance
functionaries concerned since they were mentioned hy 114
or more than half of the 215 schools in the study. Class-
room teachers were mentioned hy 109 or just over one-half
of the schools. Nearly half of the schools mentioned home-
room teachers. Further study of Table V shows the compre-
hensiveness of the personnel reached by in-service guidance
training activities reported by the ninety-nine school
systems
.

Table VI indicates titles of persons who actually-
provided information requested on the inquiry form.
TABLE VI
TITLES OF RESPONDENTS REPORTING
Titles of Respondents Frequency
Directors of Guidance and
Related Titles 42
Counselors and Related Titles 30
Administrators and Related Titles 27
Seventy-two, or nearly three-fourths of the respondents
were guidance personnel. Other respondents represented
principally administrative officials.
IV. IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES
BEING USED BY THE 99 SCHOOL SYSTEMS STUDIED
In an effort to determine the in-service guidance
practices being utilized, to find the extent of use, and to
discover the practices considered most effective, the
following instructions were given for this section of the
check list:
"You are asked to rate every item in the check list
practices below according to the following plan:
0 if the practice is not currently used.
1 if the practice is being used and considered of
little or questionable value.
2 if the practice is used and considered to be of
some (average) value.
3 if the practice is used and considered to be of
great value.

Because the use of certain practices listed below
would make unnecessary the use of others, it is to be
expected that schools will indicate that several, if
not many of the practices are not currently employed
locally. Please be sure however to put a figure
opposite each item in the space provided."
In Table VTI the statement of the practices as used
and the frequency with which they are found, irrespective
of the value attached to each item, are shown.
TABLE VII
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF
FREQUENCY OF USE IRRESPECTIVE OF VALUE
ATTACHED
Rank Item
„ .
No. of Systems
Order No, Statement of Practice Employing the
Practice
1 3b Members of the guidance staff 96
assist in the development of a
school library of occupational
information.
2 6
3 3a
4 20b
A professional library of guid-
ance books and periodicals is
maintained.
Members of the guidance staff
assist in the development of a
school library of educational
information.
Teachers and/or counselors
attend classes at recognized
institutions during the summer
session.
94
93
91
..
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TABLE VII (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF
FREQUENCY OF USE IRRESPECTIVE OF VALUE
ATTACHED
Rank
Order
Item
No. Statement of Practice
No. of Systems
Employing the
Practice
5 26 Conferences of individual
counselors and teachers are
held to discuss the guidance
needs of particular pupils.
90
6 18b Members of the guidance staff
attend state guidance
conferences
.
88
7 35a Assistance is given in the
use of the following audio-
visual-aids to guidance:
a. Movies 84
8 35f f. Posters 83
9 35e e. Charts 79
10 40 A guidance conference with
every student at least
once each year is held by
counselors
.
76
10 2 Members of the guidance staff
speak before lay groups on
topics related to guidance
services
.
76
11 5 Members of the guidance staff
serve on curriculum revision
committees
75
11 9a Planning for the development
of the guidance program is
undertaken by the counseling
staff.
75
-.
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TABLE VII
41
( continued
)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF
FREQUENCY OF USE IRRESPECTIVE OF VALUE
ATTACHED
Rank Item
Order No. Statement of Practice
11 36 Meetings are scheduled at the
beginning of the school year
to acquaint new faculty
members with the school's
guidance program.
No. of Systems
Employing the
Practice
75
12 41
13 1
14 11
15 28b
16 25
16 39
The guidance personnel share
in a program designed to
publicize the school's guid-
ance service.
Regular faculty meetings are
devoted to considerations of
guidance practices and
problems.
Follow-up studies of school
leavers and/or graduates are
conducted.
Field trips to social service
agencies and/or business and
industrial establishments are
scheduled for pupil groups
and supervised by staff
members.
Group conferences of teachers
and counselors are held
periodically to study the
adjustment needs of individual
pupils
.
Authorities on guidance are
invited to address the guid-
staff
.
74
69
68
67
66
66
Boston University
School of Education
-.
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TABLE VTI (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF
FREQUENCY OF USE IRRESPECTIVE OF VALUE
ATTACHED
Rank Item No. of Systems
Order No. Statement of Practice Employing the
Practice
16 4b Guidance bulletins are issued 66
periodically to counselors
and teachers.
17 14
17 8
17 17
18 33
19 10
20 35c
The director of guidance files
an annual report on the
school’s guidance service with
the principal and/or superin-
tendent of schools.
Visits are made to other
schools for the purpose of
observing and conferring on
guidance procedures.
Suggested guidance lesson
plans and materials are made
available to group guidance
teachers
.
Local job surveys are made by
the guidance personnel.
Research projects related to
guidance are undertaken by
counselors
.
Assistance is given in the use
of the following audio-visual-
aids to guidance:
c. Film strips.
65
65
65
64
62
60
21 4a Guidance bulletins are issued 59
periodically to counselors.
22 23 Selected books on guidance are 58
circulated to all staff members
as in a reading circle.
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TABLE VII (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF
FREQUENCY OF USE IRRESPECTIVE OF VALUE
ATTACHED
Rank Item No. of Systems
Order No. Statement of Practice Employing the
Practice
22 44
23 18a
23 7
24 22
24 13
25 24b
26 16
26 27
Counselors serve as occu-
pational co-ordinators.
Members of the guidance staff
attend branch meetings of the
National Vocational Guidance
Association.
Meetings of counselors are
regularly scheduled.
Bibliographies on selected
guidance problems and
projects are prepared and
distributed to staff members.
Periodic written reports on
their guidance work are made
by staff members responsible
for counseling and group
guidance services.
A check list of desirable
guidance practices is made
available to classroom
teachers and/or homeroom
sponsors for the purpose of
suggesting new guidance
practices.
A handbook of guidance tech-
niques is provided.
Teachers and counselors share
in planning and carrying out
Career Day Conferences for the
student body.
58
56
56
55
55
52
50
50
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\TABLE VII (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
9 9 SELECTED SYSTEIvIS ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF
FREQUENCY OF USE IRRESPECTIVE OF VALUE
ATTACHED
Rank
Order
Item
No. Statement of Practice
No. of Systems
Employing the
Practice
26 9b Planning for the develop-
ment of the guidance
program is undertaken by the
entire faculty.
50
27 32 Opportunities are provided
staff members to participate,
under supervision, in adminis-
tering, scoring, and inter-
preting guidance tests and
inventories
.
45
27 35d Assistance is given in the use
of the following audio-visual-
aids to guidance:
d. Slides.
45
28 21 Extension courses in guidance
offered by a recognized college
or university are given locally.
44
29 19a An advisory committee on guid-
ance is organized to serve a
particular school.
43
29 20a Teachers and/or counselors
attend classes in guidance at
recognized institutions on a
part-time basis (that is,
late afternoon, evening, and/or
Saturday)
•
43
29 15 Staff members prepare manu-
scripts on guidance subjects
for publication in local,
state or national periodicals.
43
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TABLE VII (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF
FREQUENCY OF USE IRRESPECTIVE OF VALUE
ATTACHED
Hank
Order
Item
No. Statement of Practice
No. of Systems
Employing the
Practice
30 29 Counselors find summer
employment in social service
agencies and/or business or
industrial establishments in
order to add to their qualifi-
cations for guidance service.
41
31 24a A check list of desirable
guidance practices is made
available to classroom teachers
and/or homeroom sponsors for
the purpose of evaluating guid-
ance services.
40
32 35b Assistance is given in the use
of the following audio-visual-
aids to guidance:
b. Recordings.
39
32
\
12 Group guidance techniques are
demonstrated to the school
staff under the direction of
the guidance department.
39
32 37 Radio programs of guidance
significance are utilized by-
teachers and counselors.
39
33 43 A committee has been organized
to assist in planning the
In-service guidance training
program.
37
34 34 A written statement indicating
the division of responsibilities
for guidance service is provided
each staff member.
33
.-
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TABLE 711 (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF
FREQUENCY OF USE IRRESPECTIVE OF VALUE
ATTACHED
Rank
Order
Item
No. Statement of Practice
No. of Systems
Employing the
Practice
34 45 Counselors give time
regularly to guidance work in
a central office or community
counseling center.
33
34 42 Counselors prepare job
descriptions.
33
35 28a Field trips to social service
agencies and/or business and
Industrial establishments are
scheduled for the guidance
personnel.
29
36 18 c Members of the guidance staff
attend national guidance
conferences
.
27
37 30 Demonstrations of approved
interviev/ing techniques are
given.
20
37 19b An advisory committee on guid-
ance is organized to serve all
schools locally.
20
37 31a Training in counseling is given
staff members by arranging for
them
a. To "listen in" on interviews
of a trained counselor.
20
38 31b b. To conduct interviews which
are heard and commented upon
by a trained counselor.
17
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TABLE VTI (continued)
IN-SERVTCE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF
FREQUENCY OF USE IRRESPECTIVE OF VALUE
ATTACHED
Rank Item No . of Systems
Order No; Statement of Practice Employing the
Practice
39 19c An advisory committee on 13
guidance is organized to
serve as a community youth
council.
40 38 Leaves of absence are granted 10
to staff members to obtain
counselor training.
The value of the information as presented in Table
VII lies in the fact that one may quickly see what practices
have the greatest frequency of use.
The fact that the development of library materials
for both students and faculty was suggested among the three
practices receiving the highest frequency rating may indicate
the importance that guidance personnel attach to printed
information for guidance purposes. A challenge to evaluate
frequently such materials now offered in school libraries
may well be suggested.
Assistance on the part of the guidance staff to
other members of the faculty in numerous problems appears
often with a high frequency listing. This strengthens the
' t
.
.
.
.
principle of co-operative planning in all guidance activities
A recognition of the individual pupil as the center
of all guidance activities is emphasized repeatedly
throughout this frequency table. Practices 26, 40, 5, 1,
11, 28b, 25, and 33 well illustrate this principle by all
having a frequency listing of use by sixty-four systems to
ninety school systems.
Importance of teacher preparation is recognized by
the fact that ninety-one systems employ the practice of
having teachers and/or counselors attend classes at
recognized institutions during the summer session.
In the light of this frequency listing less than a
majority of the schools reporting mentioned rtplanning the
in-service guidance training program”. Considering the
contribution possible to the total guidance program through
this practice and the apparent need suggested earlier in
this survey, the writer wonders why more schools have not
utilized this guidance practice.
Some of these practices that did not have a high
frequency of use may be as of great value, or greater, than
the statements of practice having a higher frequency rating.
Many times local situations limit the use of certain
recognized desirable practices.
' «
.
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The mean scale value of these practices, irrespective
of their frequency of use, will be presented in Table VIII.
V. VALUES ASSIGNED THE IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE
TRAINING PRACTICES
The number of ratings, the practices as used, and
the mean scale value with which they are found are shown
in Table VTII, which has been improvised from the main
section of the check list. The mean scale value has been
determined by multiplying the values assigned by the
frequency of occurrence for a given item. The products
were then added, and the sum was divided by the total sum
of frequencies of use.
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TABLE VIII
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF
VALUES ASSIGNED
Rank
Order
Item
No.
Statement of
Practice
Ratings
Assigned12 3
No Re-
sponse
Mean
Scale
Value
1 26 Conferences of indi- 12 78 1 2.9
vidual counselors
and teachers are held
to discuss the guid-
ance needs of par-
ticular pupils.
1
2
2
2
38 Leaves of absence - 1 9
are granted to staff
members to obtain
counselor training.
3a Members of the guid- 1 23 69
ance staff assist in
the development of a
school library of
(a.) Educational
information.
6 A professional 2 26 66
library of guid-
ance books and period-
icals is maintained.
20b Teachers and/or 1 17 73
counselors attend
classes in guidance at
recognized insti-
tutions (b.) During
the summer session.
4
2
1
1
2.9
2.7
2.7
2.7
2 18b Members of the guid- 1 16 71 - 2.7
ance staff attend
(b.) State guidance
conferences.
..
.
-
,
51
•
VALUES ASSIGNED
Rank Item Statement of Ratings No Re- Mean
Order No
.
Practice Assigned12 3 sponse ScaleValue
TABLE VIII (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF
40 A guidance conference
with every student at
least once each year
is held by counselors,
5 Members of the guid-
ance staff serve on
curriculum revision
committees,
36 Meetings are scheduled
at the beginning of
the school year to
acquaint new faculty
members with the
school's guidance
pro gram,
18a Members of the guid-
ance staff attend
(a.) Branch meetings of
the National Vocational
Guidance Association.
19a An advisory committee
on guidance is organ-
ized to serve (a.) A
particular school.
3b Members of the guid-
ance staff assist in
the development of
(b.) Occupational
information.
9a Planning for the
development of the
guidance program is
undertaken by (a.) The
counseling staff.
63 2.7
- 19 56 2.7
3 16 56 2.7
1 12 43 2.7
34 2.7
- 19 77 2.6
3 21 51 15 2.6
Bncton Unfrcr&ftjj?
School of Education
Library
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VALUES ASSIGNED
Rank Item Statement of Ratings No Re- Mean
Order No • Practice Assigned12 3 sponse ScaleValue
TABLE VIII (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF
14 The director of guid- 6 10 49
ance files an annual
report on the school’s
guidance service with
the principal and/or
superintendent of
schools.
16 A handbook of guid- - 16 34
ance techniques is
provided
.
27 Teachers and counse- 3 11 36
lors share in planning
and carrying out
Career Day Conferences
for the student body.
32 Opportunities are pro- 3 10 32
vided staff members to
participate, under
supervision, in
administering, scoring,
and interpreting guid-
ance tests and inven-
tories.
20a Teachers and/or 2 10 31
counselors attend
classes in guidance
at recognized insti-
tutions (a.) On a part-
time basis (that is
late afternoon, evening,
and/or Saturday).
18c Members of the guid- 2 6 19
ance staff attend (c.)
National guidance
conferences
.
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
12 2.6
12 2.6
r-
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TABLE VIII (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF
VALUES ASSIGNED
Rank
Order
Item
No.
Statement of
Practice
Ratings
Assigned12 3
No Re-
sponse
Mean
Scale
Value
3 45 Counselors give time 2 7 24 4 2.6
regularly to guidance
work in a central
guidance office or
community counseling
center.
3
4
4
4
19c An advisory committee 5 8 14 2.6
on guidance is organ-
ized to serve (c.) As
a community youth
council.
41 The guidance personnel 6 20 48 1 2.5
share in a program
designed to publicize
the school r s guidance
service.
1 Regular faculty meet- 5 19 45 - 2.5
ings are devoted to
considerations of
guidance practices
and problems.
25 Group conferences of 6 17 43 2 2.5
teachers and counse-
lors are held
periodically to study
the adjustment needs
of individual pupils.
28a Field trips to social 4 6 19 13 2.5
service agencies
and/or business and
industrial establish-
ments are (a.
)
Schedul-
ed for the guidance
personnel
.
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TABLE VIII (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF
VALUES ASSIGNED
Rank
Order
Item
No.
Statement of
Practice
Ratings
Assigned12 3
No Re-
sponse
Mean
Scale
Value
4 28b (b.) Scheduled for 1 28 38 4 2.5
pupil groups and super-
vised by staff members.
4 39 Authorities on guid- 9 14 43 3
ance are invited to
address the guidance
staff.
4 4a Guidance bulletins
are issued periodi-
cally to (a.
)
Counselors
.
4 7 Meetings of counse-
lors are regularly
scheduled.
3 20 36 6
1 18 37 3
2.5
2.5
2.5
4 23
4 21
Selected books on 3 23 32
guidance are circu-
lated to all staff
members as in a
reading circle.
Extension courses in 4 12 28
guidance offered by a
recognized college or
university are given
locally.
2.5
2.5
4 35a Assistance is given in 4 26 54 3 2.5
the use of the follow-
ing audio-visual-aids
to guidance:
(a.) Movies.
4 35d (a.) Slides. 7 17 21 13 2.5
5 35e (e.
)
Charts. 6 33 40 4 2.4
..
.
.
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TABLE VIII (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF
VALUES ASSIGNED
Rank Item Statement of Ratings No Re- Mean
Order No. Practice Assigned snonse Scale123 Value
5 35f (f.) Posters. 9 34 40 4 2.4
5 35c (c.) Film strips. 4 24 32 10 2.4
5 2 Members of the guid- 6 31 39 2 2.4
ance staff speak
before lay groups on
topics related to
guidance services.
5 8
5 17
Visits are made to 4 26 35
other schools for the
purpose of observing
and conferring on
guidance procedures.
Suggested guidance 6 22 37
lesson plans and
materials are made
available to group
guidance teachers.
5 4b Guidance bulletins 5 32 29
are issued periodi-
cally to (b.
)
Counselors and
teachers.
5 10 Research projects 5 25 32
related to guidance
are undertaken by
counselors.
1
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
5 44 Counselors serve as 2 28 28 2 2.4
occupational co-
ordinators.
• • .
.
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TABLE VIII (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF
VALUES ASSIGNED
Rank
Order
Item
No.
Statement of
Practice
Ratings
Assigned12 3
No Re-
sponse
Mean
Scale
Value
43 A committee has been 3 13 El
organized to assist
in planning the in-
service guidance train-
ing program.
34 A written statement 1 15 17
indicating the
division of responsi-
bilities for guidance
service is provided
each staff member.
11 Follow-up studies of 8 26 34
school leavers
and/or graduates are
conducted
.
33 Local job surveys are 9 21 34
made by the guidance
personnel.
22 Bibliographies on 6 22 27
selected guidance
problems are prepared
and distributed to
staff members.
9b Planning for the 5 21 24
development of the
guidance program is
undertaken by
(b.) The entire faculty.
13 Periodic written 8 22 25
reports on their guid-
ance work are made by
staff members responsible
for counseling and group
guidance services.
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.3
2.3
11 2.3
2.3
..
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TABLE VTII (continued)
IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF
VALUES ASSIGNED
Rank Item
Order No,
Statement of
Practice
Ratings
Assigned12 3
No Re-
sponse
Mean
Scale
Value
35b Assistance is given 4 19 16 10 2.3
in the use of the
following audio-
visual-aids to guid-
ance :
(b.) Recordings.
30 Demonstrations of 4 5 11 3 2.3
approved interview-
ing techniques are
given.
19b An advisory committee 3 7 10 10 2.3
on guidance is organ-
ized to serve (b.) All
schools locally.
31a Training in counseling 5 4 11 2 2.3
is given staff members
by arranging for them
(a.) To "listen in" on
interviews of a trained
counselor.
24a A check list of 7 11 22
desirable guidance
practices is made
available to classroom
teachers and/or home-
room sponsors
(a.) For the purpose of
evaluating guidance
services
.
24b (b.) For the purpose 9 24 19
of suggesting new
guidance practices.
2.3
2.2
..
.
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TABLE VIII (continued)
IN-SEBVTCE GUIDANCE TRAINING PRACTICES REPORTED BY
99 SELECTED SYSTEMS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF
VALUES ASSIGNED
Rank Item Statement of Ratings No Re- Mean
Order No. Practice Assigned12 3 sponse ScaleValue
7 15 Staff members prepare 4 23 16 - 2.2
manuscripts on guid-
ance subjects for
publication in local,
state, or national
periodicals.
7 12 Group guidance 7 14 18 - 2.2
techniques are demon-
strated to the school
staff under the
direction of the guid-
ance department.
7 31b Training in counseling 449
is given staff members
by arranging for them
(b.) To conduct inter-
views which are heard
and commented upon by a
trained counselor.
8 29 Counselors find summer 8 18 15
employment in social
service agencies and/or
business or industrial
establishments in order
to add to their qualifi-
cations for guidance
service.
2
2
2.2
8 42 Counselors prepare job 6
descriptions.
17 10 2 2.1
9 37 Radio programs of 10
guidance significance
16 13 3 2.0
are utilized by teachers
and counselors.
-«*
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An examination of the information presented in
fable VIII readily shows the mean scale value given to
each practice.
Pupils T needs are given paramount importance, as
indicated by the fact that the first item of greatest
weighted value shows the emphasis given to the pupil in
the entire guidance program.
Although "extending leaves of absences to staff
members in order to obtain counselor training" appeared
at end of the frequency listing in Table VII, its weighted
value of 2.9 in this table shows the importance attributed
to the practice by the few systems reporting it. Certain
practices may have a high rating in Table VIII that only
comparatively few schools are using, as shown in Table VII.
*
A practice should not be rated lower because some schools
do not use it.
On the basis of data shown in Tables VII and VIII,
guidance personnel recognize the need for building
adequate library resources for guidance purposes. A mean
scale value of 2.7 in this table for developing a library
of guidance books and periodicals compares favorably with
a frequency listing of 96 and 94 respectively. Handling
different kinds of material useful in educational and
vocational guidance is one step toward effective use.
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The necessity for keeping abreast of rapid changes
in the guidance field is recognized by the value given to
items EOb, 20a, and 16*
In practice 18 this same idea, coupled with the
stimulation that comes through interchange of ideas, is
suggested. Members of the guidance staff attend (a.)
Branch meetings of the National Vocational Guidance
Association received a weighted value of E.7 and frequency
listing of 56 ; (b.) State guidance conferences received a
weighted value of 2.7 and frequency of 88; (c.) National
guidance conferences received a weighted value of 2.6 and
frequency listing of 27. ‘Therefore, to the writer it
would seem, in considering this in-service practice, that
guidance personnel recognize the merit of attending all such
meetings, by the mean scale values given to the practice.
However, in comparing the frequency rating to the weighted
value, it is not surprising to note a sba rp decline in
number of schools employing practice 18c. Due to
inconvenience of travel, expense, and time, it would often
be impossible for guidance personnel to attend national
conferences. Nevertheless, the high mean scale value given
to branch, state, and national conferences should be
challenging and of interest. To the writer, this suggests
that there should be well-defined objectives and careful
planning in all such conferences in guidance.
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The weighted value of 2.7 to the practice of a
guidance conference with every student at least once each
year, held by counselors, and a frequency of 76 school
systems employing the practice, is concerned with one of
the fundamental purposes of guidance* In order to carry
out the fundamental purposes of guidance, that is, of helping
a pupil help himself, helping the student to attain
effectiveness in all phases of living, to plan for the
future, and to adjust to the present, guidance must be for
all* as well as aiding the pupil, these conferences are
training the counselors in knowing the whole child.
A weighted value of judgment of 2.7 was given to
item 5 of the check list, which deals with the practice of
having members of the guidance staff serve on curriculum
revision committees* Practice 9a with a weighted value of
2.6 is that the counseling staff shall plan for the
development of the guidance program* These two practices,
both showing seventy-five school systems employing the
practice, emphasize the importance of giving the ones
directly concerned a part in determining policies. It is a
democratic means of showing the importance of all on the
guidance staff. Individuals have greater interest in
programs that they help to plan, to build and to carry out*
Of the items dealing with assistance being given in
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pthe use of audio-visual-aids to guidance, it is of interest
to note the mean scale values received and the number of
systems employing the practices.
35a. Movies ---E.5---84
b. Recordings - 2.3 - - - 39
c. Film strips- 2.4 - - - 60
d. Slides - - - 2.5 45
e. Charts ---2.4--- 79
f. Posters- - - 2.4 - - - 83
A recognition of the effectiveness of the sound motion
picture, when wisely used, is evident in the weighted value
received. For certain types of lessons other media than
movies are far more effective. Therefore, it is well to
note that slides, charts, posters, and film strips received
mean scale values of 2.4 or better. The fact that recordings
received only a rating of 2.3 and a low frequency listing
may be due partly to the fact that thej'- have not been as
well adapted to school needs by commercial concerns.
The importance of the other items in Tables VII and
VIII should not be overlooked, even though an item did not
receive as high a weighted value as the ones discussed
above. The fact that items 42 and 37 received only a
weighted value of 2.1 and 2.0 respectively does not
necessarily mean that these practices are not of value. The
items judged of lowest mean scale value In Table VIII might
very well have the highest potential value if developed
and properly practiced in the school systems reporting them
<.
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not in use. The local school situation will determine in
part the use that may he made of these in-service guidance
training practices.
Interpretation of results cannot justifiably stop
with the mere examination of gross totals. The searching
for covert content and the use of refractionation is vital
in order to achieve further significant interpretation of
Tables VII and VIII.
A listing of practices rated as of great value by
the majority of the schools will follow in a frequency
table. This table highlights the practices considered of
great value by at least half of the respondents.
..
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TABLE IX
PRACTICES FOR IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING RATED
AS OF GREAT VALUE BY 50 PER CENT OR
MORE OF THE RESPONDENTS
Item Rank Number of
No. Order Statement of Practice ”3" Ratings
86 1
3b 2
20 3
18b 4
3a 5
6 6
40 7
5 8
36 8
Conferences of individual 78
counselors and teachers are
held to discuss the guidance
needs of particular pupils.
Members of guidance staff 77
assist in the development of a
school library of occupational
information.
Teachers and/or counselors 73
attend classes in guidance at
recognized institutions during
the summer session.
Members of the guidance staff 71
attend (b.) State guidance
conferences.
Members of the guidance staff 69
assist in the development of a
school library of (a.)
Educational infomation.
A professional library of guid- 66
ance books and periodicals is
maintained.
A guidance conference with 63
every student at least once
each year is held by counselor.
Members of the guidance staff 56
serve on curriculum revision
committees
.
Meetings are scheduled at the 56
beginning of the school year to
acquaint new faculty members with
the school's guidance program.
..
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TABLE IX (continued)
PRACTICES FOR IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING RATED
AS OF GREAT VALUE BY 50 PER CENT OR
MORE OF THE RESPONDENTS
65
Item Rank Number of
No, Order Statement of Practice "3” Ratings
35a 9 Assistance is given in the 54
use of the following audio-
visual-aids to guidance:
(a.) Movies,
9a 10 Planning for the development of 51
the guidance program is undertaken
by (a.) The counseling staff.
Eleven in-service guidance training practices were
rated as of great value by 50 per cent or more of the
respondents. It is of further interest to note that these
practices receiving a rating of great value arranged in rank
order of frequency follow closely the weighted value in
judgment in rank order of frequency. This emphasizes the
important place that these practices have in a total guid-
ance program. Many of these items have been discussed in
connection with Table VIII.
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CHAPTER IV
FURTHER REFINEMENT OF FRACTICES FOR THE IN-SERVICE
GUIDANCE TRAINING OF SECONDARY
SCHOOL PERSONNEL
Three special areas in guidance which seemed to the
writer to be of such importance that further analysis should
be made are the following: first, what practices contribute
to an understanding of the individual pupil; second, what
practices contribute to the orientation of the staff members
to guidance services; third, what practices contribute to
better public relations between the schools and the com-
munity. More refining could well be done in other areas.
The following tables will show these three areas and
related practices.
I. UNDERSTANDING THE INDIVIDUAL PUPIL
The practices that might aid the guidance staff in
a better understanding of the pupil are given in Table X.
Only practices receiving a rating of 2.5 or better are
being considered in Tables X, XI, and XII. This will be
considering only such practices that have been rated as
definitely better than average .
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TABLE X
PRACTICES THAT CONTRIBUTE TO AN UNDERSTANDING
OF THE INDIVIDUAL PUPIL
Item Mean
No. Statement of Practice Scale
Value
26 Conferences of individual counse-
lors and teachers are held to
discuss the guidance needs of
particular pupils.
2.9
40 A guidance conference with every
student at least once each year is
held by counselors.
2.7
16 A handbook of guidance techniques
is provided.
2.6
27 Teachers and counselors share in
planning and carrying out Career
Day Conferences for the student
body.
2.6
45 Counselors give time regularly to
guidance work in a central guid-
ance office or community counseling
center.
2.6
19 c An advisory committee on guidance is
organized to serve (c.) As a
community youth council.
2.6
32 Opportunities are provided staff
members to participate, under super-
vision, in administering, scoring,
and interpreting guidance tests and
inventories.
2.6
28a Field trips to social service agencies
and/or business and industrial
establishments are (a.) Scheduled for
2.5
the guidance personnel.
>•;
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TABLE X (continued)
PRACTICES TEAT CONTRIBUTE TO AN UNDERSTANDING
OF THE INDIVIDUAL PUPIL
Item
No
.
Statement of Practice
Mean
Scale
Value
28b (b.) Scheduled for pupil groups and
supervised by staff members.
2.5
25 Group conferences of teachers and
counselors are held periodically to
study the adjustment needs of
individual pupils.
2.5
The study of Table X indicates that "conferences
of individual counselors and teachers to discuss the guid-
ance needs of particular pupils" received the greatest mean
scale value. Guidance conferences with every student at
least once each year was rated next with a value of 2.7.
A 2,5 value given to "group conferences of teachers and
counselors held to study the adjustment needs of individual
pupils," emphasizes the aid that this practice gives to
understanding the pupil.
From this data it would seem that an understanding
of the individual pupil is recognized as a basic principle
of guidance. In addition, this responsibility is not
limited to guidance directors, counselors, and principals,
but is shared by all who help to bring about desirable
changes in youth. A diagnosis of pupil needs would be a
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desirable outcome of co-operative procedures. If guidance
conferences with each student contribute greatly to a better
understanding of the pupil, it is obvious that those teachers
lacking in good counseling techniques will need some
assistance.
In this connection, the reader will note that
"listening in" on interviews of a trained counselor and
conducting interviews which are heard and commented upon by
a trained counselor received a low mean scale value of 2.3
and 2.2 respectively in liable VIII. In the opinion of the
writer, these ratings do not mean that the practices are of
little value. It Is possible that they are practices that
should be among those of most frequent use and high mean
scale value, for practices followed in adjustment of pupil
needs should result in greater competence on the part of
the teachers concerned. However, because conferences of
counselors and teachers, group conferences of teachers, and
guidance conferences with students were rated here as of
great value, and since each of these practices involves
participation of all teachers concerned, It would seem that
these kinds of co-operative procedures are more important
than expert advice.
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II. ORIENTATION OF STAFF MEMBERS
If teachers are to contribute wholeheartedly to a
guidance program and intelligently appraise its results,
then certain practices should be adopted to guarantee better
orientation of staff members to the guidance service of the
school. Obviously, the size of the school, and the local
set up will in a measure determine such policies, but an
examination of Table XI will reveal practices considered
of great value to the schools in this study.
., <
.
TABLE XI
PRACTICES THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE ORIENTATION
OE STAFF MEMBERS TO GUIDANCE SERVICES
Item Mean
No. Statement of Practice Scale
Value
36 Meetings are scheduled at the 2,7
beginning of the school year to
acquaint new faculty members with
the school's guidance program*
20b Teachers and/or counselors attend 2.7
classes in guidance at recognized
institutions (b.) During the
summer session.
20a (a.) On a part-time basis (that is 2.6
late afternoon, evening, and/or
Saturday)
.
9a Planning for the development of 2.6
the guidance program is undertaken
by (a.) The counseling staff.
16 A handbook of guidance techniques 2.6
Is provided.
32 Opportunities are provided staff 2.6
members to participate, under super-
vision, in administering, scoring,
and interpreting guidance tests and
inventories.
1 Regular faculty meetings are devoted 2.5
to consideration of guidance practices
and problems.
4a Guidance bulletins are issued 2.5
periodically to (a.) Counselors.
Extension courses in guidance offered
by a recognized college or university
are given locally.
21 2.5
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The maxim that an ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure in medical practice can just as well be applied
to orientation to the school’s guidance program. The
administrators of the school and head of the guidance depart-
ment should regard the orienting of new faculty members as
a preventive measure against the uncertainty and inefficiency
of maladjusted teaching personnel. Therefore, it is interest-
ing to note that the practice in this refined area that
received the greatest mean scale value was ’’the meetings
scheduled at the beginning of the school year to acquaint
new faculty members with the school’s guidance program”.
TChat takes place at these first meetings may to a great
extent determine the success or the failure of a guidance
program for the entire year. Just how this program will
function may be suggested in the practice of 9a and 4a.
Everyone has an opportunity to share in the responsibility
of developing the guidance program, inasmuch as the formu-
lation of guidance procedures is a co-operative venture.
However, because planning by the counseling staff and guid-
ance bulletins by counselors received a higher mean scale
value than planning by the faculty1 and bulletins by counse-
lors and teachers2
,
one may conclude that the major
1 Practice 9b received a mean scale value of 2.3
2 Practice 4b received a mean scale value of 2.4
'<
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responsibility falls upon trained guidance personnel.
From a study of the above practices it appears to the
writer that schools could do much to build and strengthen
their own programs by studying and orienting the personnel.
With an oriented staff supported by well-trained guidance
leaders and headed by an enthusiastic administration, the
entire school faculty should be aroused to the importance of
maintaining a better-than-average guidance program.
III. GUIDANCE PROGRAM RELATED TO THE COMMUNITY
In order to establish intelligent mutual understanding
and co-operation between the school and the community,
certain procedures would need to be developed and appraised
in the light of desired outcomes. A listing of those
practices in this study which seemed to contribute to the
problem of better public relations appears in the next table.
.<
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TABLE XII
PRACTICES THAT RELATE THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM
TO THE COMMUNITY AND ITS RESOURCES
Item
No. Statement of Practice
Mean
Scale
Value
14 The director of guidance files an
annual report on the school's guid-
ance service with the principal
and/or superintendent of schools.
2.6
27 Teachers and counselors share in
planning and carrying out Career
Day Conferences for the student
body.
2.6
45 Counselors give time regularly to
guidance work in a central guidance
office or community counseling
center.
2.6
19c An advisory committee on guidance
is organized to serve
(c.) As a community youth council.
2.6
28a Field trips to social service agencies
and/or business and industrial
establishments are (a.) Scheduled for
the guidance personnel.
2.5
28b (b.) Scheduled for pupil groups and
supervised by staff members.
2.5
41 The guidance personnel share in a
program designed to publicize the
school 1 s guidance service.
2.5
,
*
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Every democratic community in the United States has a
right to know what its schools are doing toward developing
useful citizens. Every high school in the country has a
responsibility of developing those kinds of relationships
between the school and the community which foster close
co-operation and better understanding. From the previous
table it is made clear that of these in-service training
practices which suggest better public relations, some of the
more significant procedures are an annual report on the
school's guidance service, field trips to social service
agencies and industrial establishments, and Career Day
Conferences for the student body.
However, the other four practices mentioned in the
table are also important and merit careful study and
appraisal by guidance personnel.
IV. EXTRA PRACTICES LISTED BY RESPONDENTS
A realization that no check list of practices for the
in-service guidance training of secondary school personnel
could be all inclusive, opportunity was given respondents
to list and rate additional practices which were employed in
actual school situations.
From the 120 practices submitted bjr 50 per cent of the
schools in this study, the writer selected thirty-four which,
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in her opinion, had not been included in the original check
list. These extra practices appear in the following list in
unedited form and grouped according to the ratings they were
given.
Extra Practices Listed by Hespondents and hated
as of Great Value
1. "School activities co-ordinated by guidance department."
2. "Follow-up letters from graduates are posted and read
and discussed by the faculty."
3. "Work of the counselors is co-ordinated with other
school services such as psychologists, visiting
teachers, test bureau."
4. "’/fork of counselors is co-ordinated with community
social agencies."
5. "Committee action in developing cumulative record for
entire system."
6. "The guidance director contacts each teacher personally
in order to help them improve their technique in
writing anecdotal reports."
7. "Each teacher serves on a guidance service committee of
her choice."
8. "Faculty members as specialists for clubs and hobbies."
9. "Our file on occupational information is on casters so
that it can be transported to home rooms and class-
ro oms . ”
10. "Condensed profile sheets for each pupil are issued to
his counselor."
11. "In-service training for teachers offered by member of
State Department of Education." (Frequency of two)
12. "Parent-pupil-teacher conferences." (Frequency of two)
-.
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13. "Director has spontaneous, informal conferences with
counselors and teachers."
14. "Regular meetings with Elementary Principals and Home-
room teachers."
15. "Activity of guidance personnel in community groups
such as Community Council, safety council, citizens
league, recreational advisory groups, service groups,
fellowship, and clergy."
16. "Ten days workshop previous to school."
17. "Assistance given in neighboring districts in developing
guidance programs."
18. "Employer-Employee banquet for vocational students."
19. "Pre-school conferences with vocational students."
20. "Follow-up discussions in teachers 1 meetings after State
or local meetings to which outside speakers have come."
21. "Guidance news letters to teachers and pupils whenever
necessary."
22. "A conference is held with the parents of every 11th
year student."
23. "Evaluation of guidance procedures by entire staff from
a check sheet. Results used by Guidance Committee."
24. "Teachers and counselors are given the results of all
studies made by the Guidance Committee."
25. "Each teacher who volunteered to be on the Guidance
Committee made several home visits into problem case
homes, wrote up reports and followed up the cases from
time to time . "
26. "Seek the help of the Psychologist at College to
help in the testing program."
27. "Cooperate with College in making plans for a
Guidance Clinic."
.
"Rotate sponsor assignments yearly to expose more
teachers to sponsor training."
28

Extra Tract i ces Listed by Respondents and Rated
as of Average Value
1. "Principals are employed who have guidance experience.”
2. "The guidance staff themselves take same tests which
are administered to the pupils."
3. "Irregular meetings with representatives of higher
education institutions."
4. "TCire recorder — to record Interviews and discuss
results."
5. "Advisory committee composed of school and business
personnel •"
6. "Case conferences are held on every child receiving
special services. These are conducted by the
psychiatrist and attended by staff and occasionally
by teacher and community members."
In reviewing the practices listed above, It is worth-
while to note the extent of coverage and the further
refractionation of some of the practices in the original
check list. Further study as to the practicability of usuage
of these practices that have been listed by single schools
would need to be undertaken in order to establish their
usefulness as guidance tools in other localities.
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CHAPTER V
ESPECIALLY EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUES IN IN-SERVICE
TRAINING PROGRAMS IN GUIDANCE
In view of the seeming lack of adequate source
material for guidance personnel on the subject of in-service
training programs in guidance, it is obvious that the
descriptions of unusual or especially effective practices
by the respondents in this study should prove timely
contributions. The fact that 65 per cent took time to
describe one or two of these practices on the last page of
the check list was encouraging* This kind of source material
should aid materially in building the kinds of guidance
programs that will result in better adjustment of individuals.
Excerpts from descriptions have been arranged under
four major headings: responsibility for guidance and
selection of personnel, tests and records, orientation, and
career days and vocational plans. They are offered at this
point in the discussion in unedited form for whatever
contribution they may make to the general field of in-service
guidance training.
t.
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I. RESPONSIBILITY EOR GUIDANCE AND SELECTION OF PERSONNEL
1. "Guidance has grown slowly but soundly in the Junior
High School. All teachers were first introduced to
guidance through extension courses. No guidance
responsibility was placed upon them until the}?-
volunteered. Gradually an interest grew, home room
counselors became more and more interested — a program
of testing was developed through conferences and by
staff guidance. A Dean of Girls part time was employed.
Later a Dean of Boys part time came from within the
faculty. (Both Deans were trained in service and were
from the faculty.) As the program grew, full time Deans
became necessary. There is complete harmony and
cooperation among all faculty members, and between the
specialized guidance officers and general classroom or
homeroom teachers. We believe the program is success-
ful because it grew out of our needs. It was a part
of our school life. Our workers came from our ranks,
and finally, nothing was foistered upon our teachers
from outside. In this manner of growth lies success."
(Rundlett Junior High School, Concord, New Hampshire.)
2. "All our teachers are encouraged to use in connection
with their classes our guidance reading room where all
types of material are gathered. Student librarians
are on duty here." (Menasha High School, Menasha,
Wisconsin.
)
3. "This year we have conducted an extension course with
the University of . The purpose of this course
was to improve the guidance program of our school.
Approximately half of our faculty of 135 teachers
participated. We were then organized into committees
composed of research members and consultants. Every
person served as a research member of one committee
and as a consultant on two other committees. After a
period of study, research, and discussion each
committee presented a report of its findings and its
recommendations for the Schools. A coordinating
committee was then organized to gather these recommend-
ations into one coordinated report to present to the
faculty, the administration, and the Board of Education.
What will finally be done remains to be seen but we
sincerely hope that our program can be improved.
Suffice it to say that if nothing is done the work was
worthwhile in that it has opened the eyes of many
teachers to the necessity for understanding their pupils
better." (Hastings High School, Hastings, Nebraska.)
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4. "Panel discussions on guidance procedure by counselors
at teachers T meetings. Various phases of guidance
presented by counselors -- then open discussion by
faculty. In-service training program — secure services
of specialist to present major problem. Group
discussion follows." (Renton Junior-Senior High School,
Renton, Washington.)
5. "Core of program is employment of fully trained
personnel. All personnel on guidance staff (deans,
counselors, etc.) have at least A.M. degree in field in
which they are working. Viewpoint and philosophy
similar since the}?- all except director of testing
trained in T. G. Columbia University." (Senior High
School, Richmond, Indiana.)
6. "We met as guidance committee each Wednesday after
school for forty minutes. We studied "Helping Teachers
Understand Children" then dealt with actual cases In
conferences. Soon the news of the growth and enjoyment
of the group spread and several other teachers requested
to join the guidance committee. Thru the interest
shown an extension course in guidance was planned for
spring with a teacher coming 180 miles each Saturday
to teach." (Uintah High School, Vernal, Utah.)
7. "We feel that basically each teacher must participate
if the program is to be worthwhile. As finances permit,
specialists are to be added." (Sheridan High School,
Sheridan, 7/yoming. )
8. "May I tell you about one concrete case which is bring-
ing our staff into wider understanding of educational
guidance? Altogether too much time had been spent by
the counselor each report period, counseling pupils
relative to subject matter failures. We were able to
designate 3 persons called class advisors to counsel
in that area — 1 advisor for each class. Hach was
given one period a day to meet with individual pupils.
At the end of each three weeks period class room
teachers turn over to my office a list of the persons
whose improvement seems necessary. These lists carry
a brief statement of the advice the teacher has already
given each pupil concerning his own problem. These
lists are checked by the class advisors who in turn
counsel with the boys and girls. The most difficult
cases sometimes require parent interviews arranged for
at the counselor’s, advisor’s, and parent’s con-
venience .
A second plan which makes this even more workable is

the opportunity we have of scheduling weekly meetings of
each grade group of home room teachers with the grade
advisor. Once each semester the home room teachers meet
with the class room teachers for a joint consideration of
common problems. These methods have succeeded in bring-
ing about an increased interest in the individual, an
analysis of too frequent failures in certain subject
areas which has implications for the revision of the
curriculum. It has brought a study of the club program,
a closer tie-up with the Junior High School, a more
critical analysis of records, of interview methods. It
has brought about an understanding of the case conference
method, of the need for all conditioning factors to be
brought into the limelight. It has brought about better
understanding of the home* Administratively, it has
brought teachers into the counseling program."
(Cheltenham High School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.)
9. "One of my most effective techniques has been to wait
until I find a teacher developing an interest in guid-
ance on her own initiative before encouraging her to
join the staff of counselors. I don’t want them to feel
that counseling is "just another job." (Strasburg
Community High School, Strasburg, Illinois.)
10. "Our Guidance Curriculum Committee is the policy deter-
mining group relative to guidance programs in our schools
It is Representative. All bulletins and policies are
published by this committee. Some of these are in
process of becoming formulated now.
The other evening this committee met with the ninth
grade social studies teachers and worked out a plan for
having a vocational guidance unit beginning with the
second semester where pupils would make a study of their
aptitudes and the occupations they wish to enter. This
program is to be exploratory and nupils are not expected
to make decisions. Aptitude tests will be administered
by the teachers and counselors. Plans will be developed
for the remainder of the high school program.
Another task this committee is having is guidance of
parents relative to entrance of children into the kinder-
garten. At present underage children are given the
Revised Stanford Binet Scale by the writer, who makes
recommendations to the parents and principals relative
to the advisability of admitting these children."
(Superior Public Schools, Superior, Wisconsin.)
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11, "As an experimental procedure we have developed a method
of choosing class counselors which has proved rather
satisfactory in some respects. This method of
selection is valuable because it provides a type of
in-service training not only for those who are applying
for counseling positions but for the faculty at large
?/ho may be considering such applications.
The method consists of a. series of meetings first
with the entire building faculty and later with
individuals who are considering counseling applications.
At these meetings materials are presented Y/hich outline
in detail the duties and functions expected of counse-
lors. In addition to an outline explaining the local
counseling plan other more general materials are avail-
able for describing the type of Y/ork carried out by
counselors. Some of these other materials are (1) The
Minnesota Job Analysis of Counseling; (2) The
Sacramento Counseling Program Outline; (3) The Screen
for Selecting Counselors by Allen; (4) The Job Analysis
of Counseling (Office of Education) and (5) Certi-
fication of Counselors, a survey studied by A. J. Jones.
These materials are presented to prospective counselors
and are discussed with them so that they may visualize
the type of work for which they are applying.
After these materials have been in the hands of the
candidates for a period of two Y«reeks or more those Y/ho
are still interested may have further discussion of
additional procedures. At this meeting those who are
seriously considering counseling assignments are given
an application form entitled "Personal Estimate Form".
This outline asks the candidate to set forth in his oY/n
subjective statements the ways in v/hich he meets the
criteria established by the National Vocational Guid-
ance Association for the selection of prospective
school counselors. The National Vocational Guidance
Association criteria are divided into Personal Char-
acteristics and Preparation divisions. Opposite each
of these criteria the candidate is given space to
evaluate his ov/n qualities or background in the light
of the given standing.
Candidates are given approximately a v/eek to fill out
this application after Y7hich it is submitted to the
Guidance Department and building administration. These
are then carefully weighed and evaluated in order to see
what candidate or group of candidates have the best
qualifications for the openings available. This
information also serves as a basis for planning further
training meetings to adequately equip those entering
counseling assignments." (Moline Public Schools,
Moline, Illinois.)
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II. TESTING AND RECORDS
1. "Our senior testing program is followed by personal
interviews with each senior student. Many of these
students like to discuss job opportunities and interests
The testing program is preceded by a unit in the
Senior Social Studies Class on "Planning Your Career.”
(Parkrose High School, Portland, Oregon.)
2. ”In several schools the whole faculty was asked to take
the Kuder Interest Inventory. While there was some
grumbling at first, the interpretations of the profiles
aroused so much interest that it was not hard to get
the teachers interested in the testing and guidance
services that we were attempting to render the pupils.”
(Lansing Public Schools, Lansing, Michigan.)
5. ”To assist counselors to determine whether or not each
individual’s school marks measure up to his ability and
to help him formulate suitable plans, both educational
and vocational, decile charts of ability and achieve-
ments are prepared. A comparison of the ability, as
measured by the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test,
and the percentile rank of their class average of their
school subjects is set down. By referring to this
decile chart of ability and achievement, one may see
that the pupils whose names are in squares through
which the diagonal passes are achieving up to their
measured ability, pupils whose names are in squares
above the diagonal are achieving above their expected
performance as measured by the intelligence test, and
pupils whose names are in squares below the diagonal
are achieving below their measured ability.
In each of the cumulative record folders, the
percentile rank on ohe intelligence tests and
percentile rank of their school marks are set down.
The data are in each folder so that one may know when
interviewing a pupil whether the mental ability scores
justify spurring on his efforts, or whether they
justify giving commendation and encouragement for his
record. However, very conservative use of a low test
score is made, since Industriousness, intellectual
curiosity, persistence, enthusiasm, and other phases
of personality play important roles in successful
achievement of one’s goal. Pupils are not given their
scores or percentile ranks, but the course of the
conversation during an interview depends considerably
on evidence such as the above comparison.” (Arts High
School, Newark, New Jersey.)

4. "At the end of the 9th grade we have a private
conference with each pupil to help him plan his course
for the remainder of his high school work. This has
proved to be very helpful.
Each year vie give a series of Educational Development
Tests. When the results have been ascertained we then
invite parents and room teacher and discuss the test
results. We find these "parent-pupil-teacher"
conferences are very beneficial in aiding the pupil to
discover his weaknesses, to emphasize his strong
qualities, and to aid him in developing better study
habits. We dismiss school early for two weeks while
these conferences are in session and we open the build-
ings two evenings in order to accomodate the working
parents." (Marshall High School, Marshall, Missouri.)
5. "Guidance Counselor prepared what is known as Classroom
Attitude and Ability iiecord Cards. One for each class
for each of four classes that a single student might
have. These cards are checked by the classroom
teachers as to whether the student is showing positive
or negative attitudes toward the class. The counselor
gets a report of this kind from each of a single
student's four or more classroom teachers and thereby
can counsel to better advantage. The classroom
teachers take part in so far as they check these cards
every six weeks." (Plymouth High School, Plymouth,
Indiana
.
)
6. "Unusual cases, particularly adjustments, are frequently
discussed v/ith individual teachers, taking care to
emphasize method and techniques employed. I find this
is not only informative but interest-inciting as well.
One or two such conferences usually bring a return
conference in a short time. The goal and most likely
result is a counseling faculty. Some of the most
valuable inventory and anecdotal material in my files
has been secured by this means." (Fairview High
School, Camden, Arkansas.)
7. "We use a planning card for pupils, in an effort to plan
a program in advance that nearer suit the needs of
individuals. We also use a pupil program and grade
placement plan. This helps teachers look at
individuals and not groups." (MeCienaghan High School,
Florence, South Carolina.)
8. "The use of case study as a means of stimulating
interest in guidance in our high school has proved to
be a very worthwhile activity. At each faculty meeting

one teacher is asked to give a case study on a student
in the school — 15 minutes is given over to the study.
This practice focuses the attention of the faculty on
the "Individual” and his problem. It is an attempt to
answer these questions about each pupil.
1. Where does the pupil come from?
2. What does he know?
3. What skills has he attained?
4. What does he want to do?
5. How can the school help him?
Guidance in our opinion must meet the needs of the
individual student. 'This can not be done until you
know a great deal about the student. The case study
helps teachers to see "Johnny” and an "individual"."
(Wheat Hidge Public Schools, Wheat x-tidge, Colorado.)
9. "Perhaps the most effective and outstanding practice in
our in-service training program is the case conference
clinic held weekly at our local West Michigan Children’s
Center.
This clinic is open to teachers, social workers,
Juvenile court personnel and law forcing officers.
In these clinics the staff of the Children’s Center
reviews the data concerning a current case on which the
Center is ?;orking. The various members of the Center
staff and any teachers or other school or social agency
personnel who have in any way been involved in the case,
make a report of their findings. These reports
include a statement of the behavior which first
Indicated emotional disturbance, the steps in investi-
gating these disturbances, the family, community, and
school history of the individual and the psychological
findings of the Center staff.
The directing psychiatrist then analyzes the case,
directs the attention of the clinic group to the
probable causes, suggests steps which might have been
taken earlier between teachers, counselors, or others
and finally explains the therapy which is being used.
These conferences are attended by 20 to 40
individuals each week. We make an attempt to have 3
to half a dozen of our teachers attend who are in
contact with the individual.. We have found this by far
the most effective in-service training device which we
have tried. The present Medical Director of our
Center is exceedingly skillful in conducting these
clinics, and our teachers enthusiastic about the added
in-sight 7/hich they obtained In recognizing pupils with
problems and in the interpretation of tests, data and
the like." (Central Junior High School, Muskegon,
Michigan.
)
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10. "Employment and Wage Reports. This report is made out
monthly through the Home Rooms. It takes only a few
minutes but it gives us a picture of our employment
situation and serves as a real basis in knowing the
earning power of our students as well as checking if
our pupils are using too much time for employment
.
n
(Keene High School, Keene, New Hampshire.)
III. ORIENTATION
1. "Our principal is strong for a good guidance program in
our school. He is an inspiration to his teachers.
During the pre-school workshop we devoted several days
to discussions of guidance services in our school.
Specially qualified persons conducted a panel
discussion which seemed helpful. About one out of four
faculty meetings are devoted to professional guidance
discussions each year.
The state director of guidance visits our school
regularly. At these times we arrange for him to meet
the central guidance committee, the counselors and later
with the entire faculty. All this tends to make our
faculty more guidance conscious." (Covington Senior
High School, Covington, Virginia.)
2. "The ten day workshop for all teachers previous to the
beginning of school in which guidance of youth in their
school was the main theme. We had specialists in and
we worked in large groups and small groups to
accomplish the thing we we re after.
Committees of teachers worked on phases of guidance
to determine what service they thought most beneficial
to them.
Use of wire recorder to record interviews unknowingly
and then to use for discussion. Counselors need to be
professional and desirous of improving and correcting
themselves." (Sunnyside Public Schools, Sunnyside,
Washington.
)
3 . After guidance conferences with each of the seniors, a
letter was sent home asking the parents to visit the
guidance office and talk over vocational and education-
al plans with the counselor. We feel that this did
much to strengthen the bond between the home and school.
(Alexis I. du Pont School, Wilmington, Delaware.)
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4. "The conference with parents of 11th year students. The
purpose of the conference is to obtain intelligent
cooperation between the hone and school in guiding the
student into the vocational field in which he will have
the greatest opportunity for success and happiness.
A form letter which states the purpose and suggests
the time and place of the conference is mailed to the
parent.
From this conference, I obtain much valuable
information which is a definite aid in helping the
student such as, the extent of influence the parent has
on the child, the opportunity for further education the
parents can or cannot provide for the child, the wishes
of the parent for the child’s future (whether they
expect more or less than the child is capable of
achieving).” (Anaconda Public High School, Anaconda,
Montana.
)
5. "Meetings are held to aid in registration — Eighth
grade advisers, principals, and superintendents attend
a dinner at the high school at which the educational
opportunities for freshmen are discussed, and the
necessity of fitting the program to meet the specific
needs of the student who actually takes the course is
emphasized.
Eighth grade parents attend group meetings held in
each of the grade schools in the district. The follow-
ing topics are discussed:
Orientation program for freshmen
Purposes of high school
Points to consider in choosing a program
Brief discussion of offerings
Graduation requirements at High School
Discussion and question period.” (Highland Park
High School, Highland Park, Illinois.)
6. "I visited in the homes of many of the beginning
students before they entered our school. This is very
good. It gives them a better idea of what to expect.
They know one faculty member they may "call on" when
necessary to have help." (Douglas County High School,
Douglasville
,
Georgia.)
7. "Ninth grade: All rural and parochial 8th grades enter-
ing our school in 9th grade in September are brought in
the spring of the year for an orientation day. The A.M.
is spent in Testing -- Intelligence, Heading, and
Algebra aptitude for placement purposes. The after-
noon they go to classes as regular students with a
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program card and with a ninth grader as a guide."
(Waukeska Junior-Senior High School, Waukeska,
Wisconsin.
)
8. "Cooperation in a Career Conference seemed to stimulate
most interest (major planning done through a student
guidance council)." (Senior High School, Nebraska City,
Nebraska.
)
9. "Youth- Community Council composed of 75 students under
the direct sponsorship of the Guidance Department. The
group met as a whole or in small sections to study the
community. The agencies studied include hospitals,
social welfare agencies, recreational groups, veteran's
services, city utilities, and city government. Their
experiences are pooled in the Problems of Democracy
classes which makes it possible for all seniors (236)
to enjoy first-hand or second-hand these opportunities.
The students are writing their own publication,
"Community Conscious" which is their own way of express-
ing in permanent form their experiences. The booklet
is printed in our own vocational shop (this includes
pictures and covers) and mimeographed in our business
practice classes. This has been very well received by
the community and is popular with the students and
teachers alike. Small discussion groups of twelve
each meet at my home for discussions and social times.
Outside speakers come to widen their horizons as well
as local viewpoints. Our psychiatrist speaks to them
on mental hygiene. Although this may not seem directly
related, we find it one of the most valuable in-service
training devices. Guidance reaches teachers, parents
and children in a way that is natural and is
definitely identified with normal children." (Orange
Public Schools, Orange, New Jersey.)
IV CAREER DAYS AND VOCATIONAL PLANS
1. "The Kiwanis Club furnishes local men and women to serve
as speakers and counselors on a number of occupational
interests. A general meeting is held and then the
seniors retire to special occupational or educational
meetings of their choice." (School City, Terre Haute,
Indiana
.
)
2. "We feel our Career Day function is an extremely
valuable procedure. It is only one of many methods by
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which community relationship is achieved. Career Day
was carried on for two days this year. There is a
demand for expansion.” (Fond du Lac Public Schools,
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin.)
3. ” Job-School Planning Conference. Schools and employers
and teachers cooperate in a Career Conference designed
to inform, interest and guide students and teachers
toward intelligent choosing of school experience,
career objectives, and future planning. Parents,
veterans, service clubs and other community members
participate to their advantage and the school benefits
as a result.” (Plymouth High School, Plymouth,
Michigan.
)
4. "Cooperation with local Kiwanis Club and branch
of the American Association of University Women in
promoting a Vocational Clinic during school hours —
once a week — for four months. Their own members
participated and gave of their experience and leader-
ship.” (Dover Community School, Dover, Delaware.)
5. ”The counseling and guidance service carried out during
our emphasis on careers is probably about as
significant as anything we do because at the moment
there seems to be a particular interest there on both
the part of the teachers and the students. Very
successful Career Weeks each spring have been
responsible for this.
We have about fifty people who are successes in their
field and also have the ability to tell about it come
to our high school, and students are given the
opportunity to spend an hour in conferences with two
different speakers. General assemblies are prepared
on related area such as personality qualifications for
successful career person, hobbies, and so forth.”
(Field Kindley Memorial High School, Coffeyville,
Kansas
.
)
6. ”We teach a Unit on Vocations in the ninth grade to all
boys and girls. All new teachers in our system are
advised how to teach the unit by the director of guid-
ance and the principal of the senior high school. The
unit has definte vocational and educational value. At
the end of the unit the pupils are given the Kuder
Interests Preference Test and advised as to its
results. Next each pupil is assisted in making out his
enrollment for his next three years in senior high
school.” (McCormick Junior High School, Cheyenne,
Wyoming.
)

7. nWe live in a coramunity wherein the sciences abound in
many activities. We encourage our teachers to
familiarize themselves with the technical requirements
of the many assignments to be found in the field.
During the summer we have faculty members working in the
chemical laboratories, the gasoline plants, the
engineering crews, construction crews, office force,
and other fields.’* ( Jal Public School, Jal
,
New
Mexico.
)
8. ”A special -ro; ram of vocational counseling for seniors -
The seniors were given an opportunity to indicate the
teacher they would like to have work with them. The
teachers were given an opportunity to indicate the
pupils they felt they knew best. From these two lists
the chairman of the Guidance Committee prepared a
schedule. Each teacher had approximately ten
counselees. In this way all seniors had some
individualized help, dealing with his own personal
problems. All seemed to consider it of much value.”
I Radford High School, Radford, Virginia.)
V. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
More than one-fifth of the respondents from the
schools in this study sent supplementary material to
illustrate further some of the especially effective tech-
niques they reported. The encouraging response to the above
sections and the receiving of a great deal of helpful
material bears out well a thought expressed by Leonard V.
Koos. ”0ne who undertakes serious and well-considered
investigations by questionnaire is typically rewarded by an
acceptable proportion of sincere and well intended
responses . ”1
1 Leonard V. Koos
,
The Questionnaire in Education
,
(New York: The Macmillan Company
,
1928)", p. 1.
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This supplementary material sent in by respondents
is listed in the frequency table below:
1. Forms
,
Programs
,
and Letters on Vocational
Information
. ... 8
Material and Programs for Career Days
Sample Vocational Information Card
Sample Record Form for Pupil Employment Record
Program of Guidance Conference for Teachers
2. Cumulative Record Material
. . 7
Sample Cumulative Record Forms
Sample Interview Sheet
Bulletin on Rating of Personality
Bulletin on Analyzing Student Record
3. Forms and Bulletins on Social Guidance 6
Teacher Bulletins on Social Program of School
Bulletin to Pupil on a Social Affair
Social Guidance Forms for Sponsors
Evaluation Form for Social Functions
4. In-Service Bulletins for Teachers 4
Bulletin to Teachers on Guidance Functions
Teacher Notice on forthcoming Vocational
Guidance Program
Bulletin on Duties and Responsibilities of
Counselors
Bulletin on Personal Qualities of Counselors
5. Bulletins and Forms on Orientation 3
Sample Student Handbook
Bulletin to Teachers on Program of Studies
Bulletin to Pupils about High School Program
of Studies
6. Organization Outlines of Guidance Programs . ... 3
Detailed Outlines of Guidance Programs
7. Samples and Records of Tests 2
Sample Personality Test
Sample Form for Recording Test Data
8. c°py 2_f Annual Education Report 1
Copy of Annual Guidance Report

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I. SUMMARY
The major purpose of this study was to do the
following:
a. To make a survey of the practices being utilized
in selected secondary schools for In-service
guidance training.
b. To determine the extent of use of these
practices.
c. To discover v/hich practices are considered to be
the most effective.
d. To combine the evaluations of the practices
surveyed and to make these findings available
to others.
In order to accomplish these objectives a check list
was selected as the best instrument for obtaining the
desired information. Thirty-five state supervisors and the
director of guidance in the District of Columbia as listed in
the Occupations magazine for October, 1946, plus the State
Department of Education of Rhode Island were contacted for
a list of recommended public secondary schools that had
developed better-than-average programs of guidance.
On the strength of recommendations made by thirty-
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two state departments, the check list was sent to 132 schools
scattered throughout the United States.
Ninety-nine replies were received representing 75 per
cent of the total number originally contacted. Of these
who replied, twenty-nine different states were represented,
giving coverage to eight major geographic areas. 1 The
schools represented in these replies ranged in enrollment
from the small school up to 199 to the large school of over
2000. The size of schools most prevalent were the ones with
an enrollment between 500 and 799.
%
Guidance functions in these selected schools were
performed by over forty different school personnel. Those
who were mentioned most frequently were part-time counselors,
classroom teachers, homeroom sponsors, and full-time
counselors.
The in-service guidance training practices indicated
as being used by ninety-nine selected schools arranged in
rank order of frequency according to weighted value
revealed the following:
1. All in-service guidance practices have as the
basis for their origin the needs of pupils.
1 See Appendix C.
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2. The entire staff participates in the development of
guidance programs suitable to the needs of a
particular school.
3. A need for adequate source materials for teachers
and pupils such as books, periodicals, and visual
aids dealing with educational, vocational, and
personal-social problems was prominent.
The practice shown to be of greatest value as related
to "learning more about the students" was that of conferences
of individual counselors and teachers for the purpose of
\
discussing needs of particular pupils.
The practice shown to be of greatest value as related
to "better orientation of teachers to the school’s guidance
program" was that of scheduled meetings at the beginning of
the school year in order to acquaint new faculty members
with the school’s guidance program.
The practice shown to be of greatest value as related
to "better public relations between the school and the
community" was that of having the director of guidance file
an annual report on the school’s guidance service with the
principal and/or the superintendent of schools.
Among the 120 practices submitted by the respondents,
thirty-four were selected as being additional to the
original check list, twenty-eight of these vrere listed as
..
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being of great value and six of average value.
Descriptions of especially effective techniques in
in-service training programs in guidance were given by 65 per
cent of the total number of respondents. These dealt with
four major areas in in-service guidance training:
1. Responsibility for guidance and selection of
personnel.
2. Tests and records.
3. Orientation.
4. Career days and vocational plans.
Supplementary materials for in-service guidance
training were submitted by one-fifth of the respondents.
Among those received, forms, programs, and bulletins
relating to vocational planning were in greatest number.
II. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The conclusions which follow are the results of the
findings presented in Chapter III and IV.
1. More research in the field of In-Service Guidance
Training of Secondary Personnel needs to be done in order to
insure adequate accomplishment of major guidance functions.
2. Eecause the responsibility for guidance is in the
hands of the entire staff, the in-service training in this
area will need to be widespread and include all teachers.
3. The satisfactory response realized in this survey
seems to furnish evidence of the interest of guidance
workers in the problem of in-service guidance training of
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secondary school personnel.
4. Because guidance functionaries seem willing to
share their experiences in in-service guidance training,
more extensive studies should be made in this field.
5. More and more emphasis is being placed on the
developing of guidance programs through co-operative staff
planning in individual schools.
6. Pupil needs are the heart of all in-service
guidance training programs.
7. Apparently the schools are not utilizing all local
resources for in-service guidance training, and therefore
should be encouraged to make progress in this direction.
8. The most desirable techniques for evaluating
in-service guidance practices in local situations should be
explored and properly applied.
9. In-service guidance training practices used in
various schools depend to a large extent upon local
situations such as school objectives, teacher interests, and
adequate leadership.
10. The need to motivate teaching personnel in guid-
ance techniques is evidenced by the great lack of pre-service
training in guidance.
11. If an in-service guidance training program for
secondary school personnel is to function properly, the
administration and staff must take cognizance of such and
make adequate provision in teacher load, time allotment, and
--
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financial budget.
12. The trend toward developing a staff that is better
prepared in guidance philosophy and technique is both
encouraging and challenging for the future.
..
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JUNIOR-SENIOR DEPARTMENTS
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL
BLOOMFIELD. CONN.
March 3, 1947
I an -writing to ask for your help in connection with a study
that I am making of practices in secondary schools, intended to con-
tribute to the in-service training of staff members in guidance
work. The importance of the study derives from the fact that the
development of guidance programs in our schools depends on the un-
derstanding and training of the staff in guidance theory and prac-
tice. I hope to make a formulation and evaluation of some of the
most promising current practices, and I hope that my findings may
be made available to others and be of value to them.
Will you therefore recommend from three to five public second-
ary schools, both large and small in your state that have better
than average programs of guidance, so that I may contact them and
invite them to describe their programs and procedures for in-service
guidance training of their staffs.
The attached blank is for your convenience and will make it
possible for you to record this information quickly and forward to
me in the enclosed envelope.
Your cooperation in this project is appreciated, and upon com'
pletion of my study I will be glad to send you a summary of the
findings. May I hear from you soon.
Very truly yours,
Miss Catherine N. Hubbard
Enclosures ( 2 )
Approval of Graduate Project
Major Advisor: Dr. J. Wendell Yeo
Professor of Education, Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts
_?
-
.
.
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The following schools, in this state, have developed better
than average programs of guidance and have initiated certain pro-
cedures for in-service guidance training of their staffs.1.
Name of person directing the Guidance Program:
Name of School:
Street: City:
State
:
2.
Name of person directing the Guidance Program:
Name of the School:
Street: City:
State
:
3.
Name of person directing the Guidance Program:
Name of the School:
Street: City:
State
:
4.
Name of person directing the Guidance Program:
Name of the School:
Street: City:
State
:
5.
Name of the person directing the Guidance Program:
Name of the School:
Street: City:
State
:
Do you wish a summary of the findings sent to you upon the
completion of this study? Yes No
Signature
Please return to: Position
Miss Catherine N„ Fubbard
Bloomfield' High School
Bloomfield, Connecticut
City State
4 r% r
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April 21, 1947
Your school has been recommended as having a better-than-
average guidance program in operation, and for that reason I am
seeking your help in a summation of the best practices of in-
service guidance training in secondary schools. This information
which I am assembling seems of such value that I do not hesitate
to ask your cooperation.
You will find enclosed with this letter two copies of the
check list which aims to discover the outstanding practices in
in-service training for guidance personnel in secondary schools.
Will you kindly have the appropriate person in your department
fill out and forward to me one of the forms? You may like to
keep the second copy for future reference.
Because a survey of the current practices of in-service
training is important to all school administrators and teachers,
I hope that I may receive an early reply from you.
The enclosed self-addressed and stamped envelope is for your
convenience in forwarding the completed form to me by May 5, 1947.
Very truly yours,
Catherine N. Hubbard
.
CHECK LIST
of
PRACTICES FOR THE IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING
of
SECONDARY SCHOOL PERSONNEL
Purpose of the Inquiry
This check list has been prepared as a device for surveying the practices
being utilized in selected secondary schools for the in-service guidance training
of staff members. Your willingness to describe the practices being utilized in
your school (s) is appreciated.
- Please rate practices actually employed -
NOT those being planned.
“In-service training is herein considered to be any organized effort to
improve guidance activities in the schools through the process of familiarizing
administrators, counselors, and teachers, who are actively carrying on their
duties on the job, with the principles, objectives, and methods of guidance
for the purpose of better preparing them to assist in the adjustment and
development of the individuals.” 1
1 “Proceedings of the 6th National Conference of State Supervisors of
Occupational Information and Guidance,” V.D. No. 235, Federal Security,
U. S. Office of Education 1945. p. 27.
SURVEY
CONDUCTED BY
Miss Catherine Newton Hubbard
Bloomfield High School
Bloomfield, Connecticut
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IDENTIFICATION DATA
1. Name of School
2. Location
Street Town or City State
3. Name of Person Reporting
4. Title
5. Description of the secondary school or schools in which the guidance training activities apply:
Number of Schools Total Pupil Enrollment
Junior High Senior High Junior High Senior High
6. Description of guidance functionaries reached by guidance training activities:
TITLE
Number
Junior High School Senior High School
Full-timf* rniinsplors
Part-tl’nip rrmnsplnrs
Homeroom sponsors
Classroom teachers
LIST OTHERS
7. Do you wish a copy of the summarized report?
Yes
No
110
DIRECTIONS
Directions:
You are asked to rate every item in the check list of practices below according to the following plan:
In the space provided place
0 if the practice is not currently used.
1 if the practice is being used and considered of little or questionable value.
2 if the practice is used and considered to be of some (or average) value.
3 if the practice is used and considered to be of great value.
Because the use of certain practices listed below would make unnecessary the use of others, it is to be
expected that schools will indicate that several, if not many, of the practices are not currently employed locally.
Please be sure however to put a figure opposite each item in the space provided.
PRACTICES FOR IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING
1. Regular faculty meetings are devoted to considerations of guidance practices and problems.
2. Members of the guidance staff speak before lay groups on topics related to guidance services.
3. Members of the guidance staff assist in the development of a school library of
a. Educational information.
b. Occupational information.
4. Guidance bulletins are issued periodically to
a. Counselors.
b. Counselors and teachers.
5. Members of the guidance staff serve on curriculum revision committees.
6. A professional library of guidance books and periodicals is maintained.
7. Meetings of counselors are regularly scheduled.
8. Visits are made to other schools for the purpose of observing and conferring on guidance procedures.
9. Planning for the development of the guidance program is undertaken by
a. The counseling staff.
b. The entire faculty.
Note: The term “guidance staff” is used here to include all members of the faculty (teachers and counselors)
who have specific guidance duties.
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PRACTICES FOR IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING
10. Research projects related to guidance are undertaken by counselors.
11. Follow-up studies of school leavers and/or graduates are conducted.
12. Group guidance techniques are demonstrated to the school staff under the direction of the guidance
department.
13. Periodic written reports on their guidance work are made by staff members responsible for counseling
and group guidance services.
14. The director of guidance files an annual report on the school’s guidance service with the principal
and/or superintendent of schools.
15. Staff members prepare manuscripts on guidance subjects for publication in local, state or national
periodicals.
16. A handbook of guidance techniques is provided.
17. Suggested guidance lesson plans and materials are made available to group guidance teachers.
18. Members of the guidance staff attend
a. Branch meetings of the National Vocational Guidance Association.
b. State guidance conferences.
c. National guidance conferences.
19. An advisory committee on guidance is organized to serve
a. A particular school.
b. All schools locally.
c. As a community youth council.
20. Teachers and/or counselors attend classes in guidance at recognized institutions
a. On a part-time basis (that is, late afternoon, evening, and/or Saturday.)
b. During the summer session.
21. Extension courses in guidance offered by a recognized college or university are given locally.
22. Bibliographies on selected guidance problems and projects are prepared and distributed to staff mem-
bers.
23. Selected books on guidance are circulated to all staff members as in a reading circle.
24. A checklist of desirable guidance practices is made available to classroom teachers and/or homeroom
sponsors
a. For the purpose of evaluating guidance services.
b. For the purpose of suggesting new guidance practices.
25. Group conferences of teachers and counselors are held periodically to study the adjustment needs of
individual pupils.
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PRACTICES FOR IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING
26. Conferences of individual counselors and teachers are held to discuss the guidance needs of particular
pupils.
27. Teachers and counselors share in planning and carrying out Career Day Conferences for the student
body.
28. Field trips to social service agencies and/or business and industrial establishments are
a. Scheduled for the guidance personnel.
b. Scheduled for pupil groups and supervised by staff members.
29. Counselors find summer employment in social service agencies and/or business or industrial establish-
ments in order to add to their qualifications for guidance service.
30. Demonstrations of approved interviewing techniques are given.
31. Training in counseling is given staff members by arranging for them
a. To “listen in” on interviews of a trained counselor.
b. To conduct interviews which are heard and commented upon by a trained counselor.
32. Opportunities -are provided staff members to participate, under supervision, in administering, scoring,
and interpreting guidance tests and inventories.
33. Local job surveys are made by the guidance personnel.
34. A written statement indicating the division of responsibilities for guidance service is provided each
staff member.
35. Assistance is given in the use of the following audio-visual-aids to guidance:
a. Movies.
b. Recordings.
c. Film strips.
d. Slides.
e. Charts.
f. Posters.
36. Meetings are scheduled at the beginning of the school year to acquaint new faculty members with the
school’s guidance program.
37. Radio programs of guidance significance are utilized by teachers and counselors.
38. Leaves of absence are granted to staff members to obtain counselor training.
39. Authorities on guidance are invited to address the guidance staff.
40. A guidance conference with every student at least once each year is held by counselors.
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PRACTICES FOR IN-SERVICE GUIDANCE TRAINING
41. The guidance personnel share in a program designed to publicize the school’s guidance service.
42. Counselors prepare job descriptions.
43. A committee has been organized to assist in planning the in-service guidance training program.
44. Counselors serve as occupational coordinators.
45. Counselors give time regularly to guidance work in a central guidance office or community counseling
center.
Please list and rate other practices which you employ for in-service guidance training:
46.
47
48.
49.
50 .
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ESPECIALLY EFFECTIVE TECHNIQUES IN IN-SERVICE TRAINING
PROGRAMS IN GUIDANCE
Would you be willing to describe one or two practices in detail that you have developed in your school
and which you feel are unusual or especially effective?
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APPENDIX C
BLOOMFIELD HIGH SCHOOL
BLOOMFIELD, CONNECTICUT
May 10, 1947
In a recent checking of returns from the check list
sent to you recently concerning ’’in-service guidance train-
ing practices”, I note that yours is not in as yet.
I fully realize how many requests of this nature come
to you, but I also realize how valuable your opinions will
be in this study.
The response has been encouraging up to date, and I
believe you would find a summary of the ideas and opinions
valuable In guidance work in your school.
I feel sure you will get yours into the mail within
a day or two.
Sincerely vours
Miss Catherine N. Hubbard
.<
Follow-up Card
Bloomfield High School
Bloomfield, Conn.
May 19, 1947
Tour contribution to the "in-service guidance”
survey which was explained in a recent letter has
not come in as yet, and I hesitate to go forward,
with the final tabulations until I hear from you.
The need for more realistic in-service guid-
ance procedures prompts me to remind you to mail
in your check list today.
Catherine N* Hubbard
-
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APPENDIX D
NAMES AND LOCATIONS OF SCHOOL SYSTEMS
IN THIS STUDY
INCLUDED
Name of School ToYm or City State
NEW ENGLAND STATES
Berlin High School Berlin New Hampshire
bundle tt Junior
High School Conco rd New Hampshire
Dover High School Dover New Hampshire
Keene High School Keene New Hampshire
Portsmouth High School Portsmouth New Hampshire
Burlington High School Burlington Vermont
Lyndon Institute Lyndon Center Vermont
Randolph High School Randolph Vermont
Springfield High School Springfield Vermont
Bristol High School Bristol Connecticut
Woodrow Wilson
High School Middletown Connecticut
Stratford High School Stratford Connecticut
Torrington High School Torrington Connecticut
MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES
Elmira Public Schools Elmira New York
Gloversville Public
Schools Gloversville New York
Hudson High School Hudson New York
Abington Senior
High School Abington Pennsylvania
Allentown Schools Allentown Pennsylvania
Bigleville High School Bigleville Pennsylvania
Cheltenham High School Philadelphia Pennsylvania
Wilson High School West Town Pennsylvania
Burlington High School Burlington New Jersey
Public Schools Elizabeth New Jersey
Orange Public Schools Orange New Jersey
Arts High School Newark New Jersey
Dover Community School Dover Delaware
Alexis I. du Pont
School Wilmington Delaware
*.
Name of School Town or City State
Ansted High School
Elkview High School
East Fairmont High
School
Hinton High School
Ansted
Elk View
Fairmont
Hinton
West Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia
Senior-Junior High
School
Ellicott City High
School
Frederick High School
Covington Senior High
School
Warren County High
School
Radford High School
Eel Air
Ellicott City
Frederick
Covington
Front Royal
Radford
SOUTHERN STATES
(Eastern Section)
Maryland
Maryland
Maryland
Virginia
Virginia
Virginia
Greensboro Senior
High School
Laurinburg High School
Roanoke Hapids High
School
Rocky Mount High
School
Columbia High School
McClenaghan High
School
Murray County High
School
Douglas County High
School
Elberton High School
McHenry High School
Greensboro
Laurinburg
Roanoke Rapids
Rocky Mount
Columbia
Florence
Chat sworth
Douglasville
Elberton
Rome
SOUTHERN STATES
(Western Section)
North Carolina
North Carolina
North Carolina
North Carolina
South Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Georgia
Georgia
Georgia
Blytheville High School
Fairview High School
Crossett High School
Little Rock High School
Blytheville
Camden
Crossett
Little Rock
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
-
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Name of School Town or City State
CENTRAL STATES
(Eastern Section)
Columbus High School Columbus Indiana
Shortridge Eigh School Indianapolis Indiana
Plymouth High School Plymo uth Indiana
Senior High School xRichmond Indiana
City School System Terre Haute Indiana
Highland Park High
School Highland Park Illinois
Moline Public Schools Moline Illinois
Strasburg Community
High School Strasburg Illinois
Alpena Public Schools Alpena Michigan
Lakeview High School Battle Creek Michigan
Lansing Public Schools Lansing .Michigan
Central Junior High
School Muskegon Michigan
Plymouth High School Plymouth Michigan
Fond du Lac Public
Schools Fond du Lac Wisconsin
Menas ha High School Mena sha Wisconsin
Milwaukee Public
Schools Milwaukee Wisconsin
Superior Public Schools Superior Wisconsin
Waukeska Junior-Senior
High School Waukeska Wisconsin
CENTRAL STATES
( We stern Section)
Central High School Aberdeen South Dakota
Brookings High School Brookings South Dakota
Washington High School Sioux Falls South Dakota
Hastings High School Hastings Nebraska
Lincoln Public Schools Lincoln Nebra ska
Senior High School Nebraska City Nebraska
Field Kindley Memorial
High School Coffeyville Kansas
School System Garnett Kansas
-
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Name of School Town or City State
Hickman High School Columbia Missouri
Marshall High School Marshall Missouri
North Kansas City High
School North Kansas City Missouri
NORTHWESTERN STATES
Battle Ground High
School Battle Ground Washington
Renton Junior-Senior
High School x^enton Washington
Snohomish High School Snohomish Washington
Sunnyside Public Schools Sunnyside Washington
Clover Park High School Tacoma Washington
Albany Senior High
School Albany Oregon
Parkrose High School Portland Oregon
Anaconda Public High
School Anaconda Montana
Gallatin County High
School Bo zeman Montana
McCormick Junior nigh
School Chej'-enne Wyoming
Sheridan High School Sheridan Wyoming
SOUTHWESTERN STATES
Davis High School
Uintah High School
Emily Griffith
Opportunity School
Wheat Ridge Public
Schools
Albuquerque Senior High
School
Junior and Senior High
Schools
Clovis Senior High
School
Jal Public School
Kaysville
Vernal
Denver
Wheat Ridge
Albuquerque
Carlsbad
Clovis
Jal
Utah
Utah
Colorado
Colorado
New Mexico
New Mexico
New Mexico
New Mexico
-
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